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Abstract

Lightning is a form of of an electric breakdown of air caused by the strong electric field that

is induced by charge accumulation in the cloud during a thunderstorm. During lightning,

a current of tens of thousands of amperes flows in the lightning channel and a charge of

several coulombs is transfered between different parts of the cloud or between the cloud

and the ground. These high-current and high-energy phenomena cause various effects that

influence our daily life and the Earth’s electromagnetic environment, including near-Earth

space. For this reason it is of great interest to improve our understanding of the character-

istics of the lightning channel and the fundamental physics underlying the development of

lightning.

Lightning consists of physical processes that span a wide range of spatial and temporal

scales. Despite decades of research, many questions concerning the fundamental physics

of lightning remain unanswered. This lack of understanding is caused by a combination of

factors including the difficulty in obtaining high-quality experimental data and the intrinsic

complexity in the physical processes involved.

In this work, a numerical model is constructed to handle the electrodynamics and the

thermodynamics of the lightning channel as well as the complex geometrical structure of

the lightning channel. This model is applied to investigate three lightning processes: the

subsequent return stroke, the leader step and the large scale geometrical structure of the

lightning channel. The study of the subsequent return stroke reveals that the current and

optical waves may propagate along the channel at significantly different speeds. This result

has a profound impact on the calculated return stroke electromagnetic radiation, which in

turn affects many aspects of lightning-related studies, including lightning geolocation and

lightning-upper-atmosphere coupling. The model also predicts a finite time delay between
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the return stroke current and optical wavefront. The leader-step study focuses on reproduc-

ing the ground-station recordings of the electric field pulse associated with single leader

steps. It is demonstrated that a parsimonious model is sufficient to capture the observed

characteristics of the waveforms. In the study of the large-scale structure of the lightning

channel, a probabilistic model is used to determine the growth and branching of the light-

ning channel. The model is then applied in a Monte-Carlo type algorithm to determine the

probability distribution of the lightning strike locations on the ground given the location of

the initial channel in the cloud. The protection efficiency of a metallic rod on the ground

is investigated by comparing the estimated probability distributions using simulations that

are with or without the metallic rod present on the ground.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Various forms of lightning

As a result of electric charge accumulation in the thundercloud, strong electric fields (up

to 150 k V m−1) are established during a thunderstorm both inside the cloud and in the

space between the cloud and the ground. When the electric field becomes strong enough,

air breakdown takes place, which can eventually evolve into lightning channels. It is gen-

erally believed that a lightning channel consists of a highly conductive high temperature

air plasma core and a sheath region of much lower conductivity. Once initiated, the light-

ning channel can propagate through space where the electric field due to the cloud charge

distribution is much lower than the air breakdown threshold .

Depending on its location of initiation and the region within which its channel propa-

gates, lightning has been classified into several categories. The generic term used for all

forms of lightning discharge is a “lightning flash” or just a “flash”. The majority of light-

ning flashes (> 90%) are intra-cloud (IC) or cloud-to-cloud (CC). That is, these flashes are

initiated inside the cloud, with their channel confined within or close to the cloud, or in

the region between clouds. A lightning discharge that involves an object on the ground or

in the atmosphere, e.g. an aircraft, is sometimes referred to as a “lighting strike”. From

the observed polarity of the charge effectively lowered to ground and the direction of prop-

agation of the initial channel, four different types of lightning discharges between cloud
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Figure 1.1: Four types of Cloud-to-Ground Lightning: (1) downward negative lightning, (2)

downward positive lightning, (3) upward positive lightning, (4) upward negative lightning.

and the Earth have been identified (Figure 1.1): 1) downward negative lightning, 2) down-

ward positive lightning, 3) upward positive lightning and 4) upward negative lightning.

Discharges of all four types can be viewed as effectively transporting cloud charge to the

ground and therefore are usually termed cloud-to-ground discharges (CGs).

Among the four types of lightning strikes, the downward negative lightning is the most

commonly observed. Such lightning initiates in the cloud, develops in an overall down-

ward direction, and transports negative charge to the ground. The overall negative cloud-

to-ground flash consists of a number of processes (Figure 1.2). Firstly, as the charge dis-

tribution in the cloud develops and the electric field strengthens, an in-cloud process called

the preliminary or initial breakdown takes place and lasts from a few milliseconds to some

tens of milliseconds. Although there is no consensus on the mechanism of this process,

2



multi-station electric field measurements and VHF-UHF channel imaging in conjunction

with electric field records suggest that the initial breakdown can be viewed as a sequence of

channels extending in seemingly random directions from the cloud charge source. Part of

the channel eventually extends outside the cloud and grows towards the ground in a series

of discrete steps. Each step is typically 1 µs in duration and tens of meters in length, with

the time interval between steps being 20 to 50 µs. Each discrete step creates a new portion

of the lightning channel, which is called a negative stepped leader. Due to the high con-

ductivity of the lightning channel, several coulombs of negative charge is deposited along

the channel as the channel propagates towards the ground. As the leader approaches the

ground, the electric field at the ground surface, particularly at objects protruding above

the surrounding terrain, increases until it exceeds the critical value for the initiation of

one or more upward-connecting leaders. The initiation of an upward connecting leader

from the ground in response to the descending stepped leader marks the beginning of the

attachment process. This process ends when contact is made between the downward and

upward moving leaders, probably some tens of meters above the ground [Rakov and Uman,

2002, Ch.4, p. 111], whereafter the first return stroke begins. A current wave initiates at the

connection point and propagates both upward along the channel and downwards towards

the ground. When the downward propagating wave reaches the ground, its reflected wave

propagates upward along the channel and eventually merges with the upward wave initi-

ated at the connection point. The current wave can have a peak magnitude from a few kA

up to well above 100 kA [Rakov and Uman, 2002, Ch.4, p. 145–146]. The joule heating

associated with the current wave causes rapid heating in the core, bringing the core tem-

perature well above 30 kK, causing intense optical radiation and fast thermal expansion.

The return stroke current typically lasts for a period on the order of 100 µs and several

coulombs of charge are transferred between the cloud and ground. Sometimes the return

stroke is followed by a continuing current stage, which features relatively low current (tens

to hundreds of amperes) that lasts for tens to hundreds of milliseconds. The faintly lumi-

nous continuing current channel may experience temporary enhancement in the brightness,

which is identified as the M-component [Rakov and Uman, 2002, Ch.4, p. 112]. When the

first return stroke and any associated in-cloud discharge activities ceases, the flash may end.

However, more often than not, after a time period on the order of tens of milliseconds, a

3
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Figure 1.2: Various stages of negative Cloud-to-Ground Lightning

continuously moving leader, called a dart leader, may traverse along the residual of the pre-

vious stroke channel, reheating and re-ionizing the channel. Once this leader reaches the

ground, another return stroke, called a subsequent return stroke is initiated. During the time

interval between the end of the previous return stroke and the initiation of a dart leader, J

and K-processes occur in the cloud [Rakov and Uman, 2002, Ch.4, p. 112]. The K-process

can be viewed as a transient occurring during the slower J-process. The J-process amounts

to a redistribution of cloud charge on a time scale of tens of milliseconds.

1.2 Lightning induced phenomena

1.2.1 The distant lightning electromagnetic environment

Lightning flashes induce electromagnetic radiation over a wide spectrum at all phases and

stages, and most noticeably, during the return stroke. At frequencies below 30 kHz, both

the ionosphere and the ground appear to be highly conductive and together they form the
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Earth-ionosphere waveguide for the lightning induced electromagnetic waves to propagate

over thousands of kilometers. These long range signals carry much information about

the ionosphere and have been used as a probe for the study of ionospheric conditions.

Moreover, lightning detection networks that are capable of tracking the magnitude and

location of lightning in real time on national or even global scales have been constructed

based on the use of these long-range signals [Said et al., 2010].

Part of the ELF and VLF energy components of the upward-propagating electromag-

netic radiation from the causative lightning discharge can traverse the ionosphere and travel

along the geomagnetic field lines in the magnetosphere to the opposite hemisphere in the

form of a so-called whistler-mode wave [Helliwell and Katsufrakis, 1974]. During its prop-

agation through the magnetosphere, the whistler-mode wave can interact with energetic

electrons in the radiation belts. Such interactions can result in amplification of the wave,

triggering of emissions at new frequencies, as well as precipitation of some of the energetic

electrons, which in turn modifies the ionospheric properties [e.g., Inan and Carpenter,

1987]. These type of signals are an important source of information for the study of the

Earth’s magnetosphere.

1.2.2 Effects in the middle and upper atmosphere

Three general types of low-luminosity transient optical phenomena that occur in the clear

air above thunderstorms have been observed: sprites, jets, and elves [Rakov and Uman,

2002, Ch.14, p. 480]. The location and appearance of sprites, jets, and elves are illustrated

in Fig. 1.3. Blue starters and blue jets, subtypes of jets, propagate upward from the top of

the cloud, generally at a height of 20 km or less, in the form of blue, cone-shaped structures

[Wescott et al., 1995]. They are apparently not necessarily associated with any individual

cloud-to-ground lightning. Sprites are most luminous between 40 and 90 km heights, are

mostly red in color, and often have faint bluish tendrils extending downward from 50 km or

so to altitudes as low as 20 km [Sentman et al., 1995]. Sprites exhibit a diversity of forms

and features and generally occur in association with the larger positive cloud-to-ground

flashes [Boccippio et al., 1995]. Elves are circles of light expanding radially across the

bottom of the ionosphere and are likely to be caused by the acceleration of electrons in the

5



Figure 1.3: Lightning related phenomena in the upper atmosphere [Sharma et al., 2004]

lower ionosphere by radiation fields of return strokes [Inan et al., 1991, Boeck et al., 1992,

Fukunishi et al., 1996]. Lightning can also lead to the production of X-rays, gamma-rays,

and relativistic runaway electrons [Lehtinen et al., 1999].

Some of the phenomena discussed above, as well as the electron precipitation caused

by lightning-induced whistlers, change the properties of the lower ionosphere and hence

alter the ELF/VLF wave propagation in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide as well as the

trans-ionospheric propagation [Helliwell et al., 1973].

1.2.3 Lightning effects on the chemistry of the atmosphere

Various forms of atmospheric electrical discharges, including the corona on thundercloud

water droplets and ice particles, various types and phases of lightning discharge, and the

sprites, blue starters, blue jets, and elves occurring in the region between the cloud tops and

the ionosphere, produce new trace molecules from the ambient constituents of the atmo-

sphere. Nitric oxide, NO, is the most important electric-discharge-produced molecule, pri-

marily because it facilitates chemical reactions that determine the concentrations of ozone,
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O3, and of the hydroxyl radical OH [e.g., Crutzen, 1970, Chameides and Walker, 1973]. In

particular, the current-carrying lightning channels of initial breakdown processes, leaders,

return strokes, M-components, continuing currents, K and J-processes generate primarily

NO as a trace gas with considerably less NO2. But NO, once present, is always accompa-

nied by the NO2 produced from atmosphere oxidation of NO.

Many aspects of lightning study play an important role in the quantitative understanding

of NO production. For example, the thermodynamics, especially the cooling of the core de-

termines the NO production per channel core length [Hill et al., 1984]. Moreover, since all

the lightning channels in the various processes comprising cloud and ground discharges can

contribute to the NO production, detailed data on the geometry of lightning channels and

the global lightning flash rate are thus essential for the estimation of the global production

rate of NO production [Rakov and Uman, 2002, Ch. 15, p. 513].

1.2.4 Lightning induced damage

Lightning inflicts damage to a wide range of objects and systems, including electronic

integrated circuits, trees, electric power and communication systems, buildings, boats, and

aircrafts. The type and amount of lightning damage that an object suffers depends on both

the characteristics of the lightning discharge and the properties of the object. Some of the

characteristics of lighting of interest in this respect are the various properties of the current

waveform and of the electromagnetic fields.

For objects that are in direct contact with the lightning channel, damage is caused by the

high current and the induced high voltage and intense heating. Four aspects of the lightning

current waveform are important in assessing this form of damage: (i) the peak current, (ii)

the maximum rate of change of current, (iii) the total amount of charge transfered and (iv)

the integral of the current square over time. For conducting objects such as power lines and

electronic circuits, lightning can also induce damage without direct contact, but through the

radiated electromagnetic pulse by inducing currents and resultant voltages in those objects.

This type of damage is directly related to the peak values and the maximum rates of change

of the electric and magnetic fields, both are in turn determined by the maximum rate of the

change of current.
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Currently available lightning protection designs may be classified into two categories:

(i) diversion and shielding with metallic constructs for structural protection and for reduc-

ing the lightning electric and magnetic fields within the structure, and (ii) surge protection

to limit the of currents and voltage induced in electronic, power, and communication sys-

tems. Knowledge of the lightning return stroke characteristics is essential for the design of

the protection system.

1.3 Highlights of current research on lightning

Lightning involves a collection of physical processes that are of vastly different temporal

and spatial scales. Current lightning research is rich both in quantity and variety, but many

questions about the fundamental physics underlying these processes remain unanswered.

Difficulties arise both from the need for observations of extremely high temporal and spatial

resolutions and the intrinsic complexity of the physics involved. It is beyond the scope of

this thesis to provide a comprehensive account of all the topics related to lightning studies.

In this section, we briefly discuss some of the existing experimental techniques and numer-

ical models that are relevant to the studies presented in this thesis. The relevant theory of

the lightning processes is discussed in Chapter 2.

1.3.1 Experimental techniques

Electromagnetic observations - field and current

Recordings of the electric and magnetic fields associated with lightning processes at mul-

tiple stations on the ground have been one of the primary data types used for lightning

studies. Depending on the frequency range of observation, different types of studies can be

performed with such data. Recordings of electromagnetic field pulses in the MHz range are

believed to be associated with the leader stepping process. These types of recordings can be

used to identify the spatial coordinates and time at which the events take place. An example

of this type of system is the Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) which uses VHF radiation

from leader steps to study the spatial and temporal evolution of the lightning channel struc-

ture inside the cloud [Rison et al., 1999]. Electromagnetic radiation in the VLF and ELF
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range radiated by return strokes propagates within the Earth-ionosphere waveguide over

hundreds up to thousands of kilometers. These type of recordings can be used to provide

information on the location, magnitude and polarity of lightning return strokes on a global

scale. An example is the NLDN system [Cummins et al., 1998]. Recordings at lower fre-

quencies have been used to study the overall thundercloud charge structure and to estimate

the location and magnitude of charge removal by individual return strokes [Krehbiel et al.,

1979].

In-situ measurements of the electric and magnetic fields with aircraft and balloons pro-

vide more accurate data on the fields inside the thundercloud. However, this type of data

can only cover a very small spatial region of the cloud.

Recordings of the return stroke current at the ground are made available by experiments

that control the strike location using towers or rocket triggering techniques. These data

provide high time resolution information on the return stroke current waveform, but are

limited to the measurement of only the ground current.

1.3.2 Optical observation

Optical observations provide information on the thermodynamics of the lightning channel.

High resolution data in this category can only be obtained for the portion of the lighting

channel outside the thundercloud. Some typical recording systems used are still cameras,

streak cameras, high time resolution cameras, photoelectric diodes and spectrometers. Note

that data provided by these systems are relatively limited in temporal and spatial resolu-

tions. In particular, they are insufficient to reveal quantitative information about processes

such as the streamers, sheath formation and streamer-leader transition in natural lightning.

Still camera recordings are used to reveal the geometry of the lightning channels. Streak

camera recordings provide information on the temporal and spatial evolution of the light-

ning channel, and have been used to observe the various stages of return strokes. More

quantitative data such as the stepped leader, dart leader and return stroke propagation speeds

and the leader step length can also be extracted from the streak camera data. Photoelectric

diode recordings provide high time resolution recordings of optical radiation for small seg-

ments of the return stroke channel. Such recordings often serve as an alternative technique
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for the various speed measurements. The spectroscopy of the lightning channel, obtained

by spectrometers, provides information on the temporal evolution of the thermodynamic

properties of the lightning channel. This type of data is often limited to a time resolution

of several microseconds.

Triggered lightning

Triggered lightning refers to the discharges intentionally stimulated to occur by ground-

based activity, while the primary energy source is a naturally electrified cloud. The most

commonly used technique involves the launching of a small rocket that extends a thin wire

(either grounded or ungrounded) into the gap between the ground and the thundercloud

[Rakov and Uman, 2002, Ch. 7, p. 267].. A distinct advantage of the triggered lightning

system is the control of the time and spatial location of the lightning channel and the strike

location. Although the initial strike in the triggered lightning can have different character-

istics from the first return stroke in natural downward lightning, the dart leaders and the

following return strokes in triggered lightning are similar to “dart-leader to upward-return-

stroke” sequences in natural lightning.

Triggered lightning is an excellent source of experimental data for the study of sub-

sequent return strokes and related processes. The better control of the experimental envi-

ronment has allowed for optical observations of higher spatial and temporal scales and has

made possible a number of new insights into the various lightning processes and effects.

Furthermore, with triggered lightning, it is possible to obtain data of synchronized observa-

tions of the optical radiation, electromagnetic radiation and ground current. As discussed in

Chapter 4, this type of synchronized observation greatly facilitates the study of the physics

of lightning.

Laboratory study

With its much better controlled experimental environment, laboratory studies with long

spark discharges often provide data of much higher spatial and temporal resolutions in

comparison with observations of natural lightning. However, it is important to bear in

mind that the validity of the assumption of the similarity between a lightning discharge and
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a laboratory spark in terms of the various processes comprising the leader and the initiation

criteria for each of these processes is yet to be confirmed.

The study of spark channel formation and growth provides many useful insights on the

physical processes associated with streamers and streamer-leader transition. One example

is the description of the development of the negative stepped leader given by Bazelyan

and Raizer [1997, Ch. 6, p. 254] based on observations using electronic image-converter

cameras in conjunction with measurements of the current though the air gap.

Studies of the temporal and radial evolution of the thermodynamic properties of the

spark channel, with the current through the channel being specified to match the observed

return stroke current at the ground, often serve as the experimental foundation for models,

such as the gas dynamic models [Rakov and Uman, 1998], that aim at reproducing the

thermodynamics in the radial direction of a small segment of the lightning channel.

1.3.3 Modeling of lightning processes

Models for lightning processes such as initial breakdown, attachment, J and K- processes

are at a relatively underdeveloped stage due to limited theoretical understanding and ex-

perimental data. On the other hand, several models for return stroke, dart leader, stepped

leader and M-component are relatively well established. That is, these models are veri-

fied against experimental data in terms of their ability to reproduce certain aspects of the

physical processes involved in the lightning discharge.

Stepped leader models

The stepped leader stage is a very complicated physical process involving sub-processes of

distinctly different temporal and spatial scales (section 2.4). A variety of models have been

devised to capture different aspects of the stepped leader process.

One type of model explicitly includes the stepping mechanism. An example is the

model proposed by Bondiou-Clergerie et al. [1996]. In this model, the downward negative

stepped leader is treated by using fluid dynamics in conjunction with the phenomenological

characteristics of various processes in laboratory sparks. The model prediction was shown

to be consistent with the observations in altitude-triggered lightning [Laroche et al., 1991].
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Another type of model, as presented in Klingbeil and Tidman [1974], treats the stepping

by taking into consideration of the photon ionization of the neutral air in front of the leader

tip and solving a set of one-dimensional equations that govern the dynamics of the plasma.

Finally, there is a class of stepped leader models that focus on the large scale geometry

of the stepped-leader channel, including its tortuosity and branching. This type of model

uses a probabilistic calculation to determine the location, length and direction of subsequent

leader steps and aims at studying the channel distribution in space and the corresponding

charge distribution in the channel. An example is the fractal model proposed by Niemeyer

et al. [1984].

Return stroke models

Based on the governing equations, return stroke models are classified by Rakov and Uman

[1998] into the following four categories:

(1) The gas dynamic models are primarily concerned with the radial evolution of a

short segment of the lightning channel. By solving the hydrodynamic equations for high-

temperature plasma, these models output the time evolution of the radial distribution of

temperature, pressure, electric conductivity and optical radiation intensity.

(2) The electromagnetic models output the current distribution along the channel by

finding a numerical solution of Maxwells equations, based on a lossy thin-wire antenna

approximation to the lightning channel. This type of model is considered to be the most

accurate among the three models listed here as (2), (3) and (4).

(3) The distributed circuit models can be viewed as an approximation to the electro-

magnetic models. They represent the lightning discharge as a transient process on a vertical

transmission line characterized by resistance, inductance and capacitance.

(4) The engineering models directly specify the spatial and temporal distribution of the

channel current or the channel line charge density, using the observed return stroke current

at the ground, the speed of upward propagating from and the channel luminosity profile.
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Dart leader models

One category of dart leader models describes the ionization processes within the dart-leader

front and aims at reproducing the propagation characteristics of the dart leader, especially

its front propagation speed. Unfortunately, existing models in this category are either un-

able to produce correct front propagation speed or suffer from insufficient experimental

data for determination of the model parameters [Loeb, 1965]. For example, Jurenka and

Barreto [1982] assume that the residual channel in front of the dart leader to be weakly

ionized and treat it as a gas consisting of three components: neutral particle fluid, ion fluid

and electron fluid. They use one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations in conjunction with

Poisson’s equation to resolve the dynamics of the electron fluid while assuming the neu-

tral and ion fluids to be stationary for the time frame of concern. In this model, the dart

leader front propagation is driven by the electron fluid pressure wave. Borovsky [1995]

points out that this electron-pressure driven wave model is insufficient based on the fol-

lowing considerations: 1) the electron-pressure driven wave propagation speed is limited

below the electron thermal velocity behind the wave front, which is about 7×105 m s−1

at the temperature as high as 30 kK. This speed is an order of magnitude lower than the

observed dart-leader propagation speed; 2) the electron pressure waves can only propagate

over a distance less than 1cm; 3) the electron pressure cannot transport energy fast enough

to account for the air ionization and heating. Furthermore, Bazelyan [1995] suggests that

electron impact ionization should be taken into account when modeling dart leaders.

Another category of the dart leader models puts emphasis on achieving agreement be-

tween the model predictions and the measured electric fields. The most frequently used

model of this type treats the dart leader as a uniformly charged line emerging from the cen-

ter of a volume of charge in the cloud and extending at a constant speed vertically towards

the ground. The channel linear charge density and the dart-leader front propagation speed

are the two model parameters for this type of model. An example of the usage of these type

of models is presented by Rubinstein et al. [1995], in which the model parameters are in-

ferred by comparing the predicted electric fields with the measured electric fields produced

by triggered lightning leaders.
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1.4 Contributions of this work

This dissertation focuses on the development of a numerical model that more accurately

captures the physics of the lightning channel and the application of this model to the study

of various lightning processes, in order to achieve better understanding of the fundamental

physics underlying these processes. More specifically, based on the Time Domain Fractal

Lightning (TDFL) model developed by Carlson et al. [2010], the following improvements

are introduced:

(1) Reformulation of the numerical scheme that achieves a higher order of accuracy.

(2) Inclusion of the thermodynamics of the lightning channel.

(3) Inclusion of an empirical corona sheath model.

(4) Inclusion of a phenomenological leader model.

This improved model is applied to study the return stroke, the stepped leader and the

large scale lightning channel structure from which the following results are obtained:

(1) In the return stroke study, we demonstrate that the return stroke current and optical

wave propagation speeds are significantly different, and that there is a finite time delay

between the return stroke current and optical wave front.

(2) In the stepped leader study, we demonstrate that the model can produce electric

fields on the ground in agreement with experimental recordings, with physically reasonable

model parameter values.

(3) In the study of large scale lightning channel structure, we determine the probability

distribution of lightning strike location at the ground given an initial channel location in

cloud.

In the following chapters, we first describe the theoretical understanding of lightning

physics in Chapter 2 and the numerical techniques in Chapter 3. We then present the study

of the return stroke, the stepped leader and the large scale lightning channel structure in

Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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Chapter 2

The Physics of Lightning Channel

The physical processes involved in lightning flashes span a wide range of spatial and tempo-

ral scales. In this chapter, we describe several of the physical processes that are essential for

the studies presented in later chapters. Our discussion reveals that many of the processes

are poorly understood and it is thus generally difficult to construct a physically accurate

model. However, the physics of the highly conductive lightning channel itself is relatively

well understood, and we provide a detailed description of the system of equations that gov-

ern its electrodynamics and thermodynamics. Much of the rationale behind the design of

the models for the studies presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 is based on the understanding

of the weakness and strength of currently available theories.

2.1 Lightning-producing clouds

The primary type of cloud associated with lightning is termed cumulonimbus, commonly

referred to as the thundercloud. The most common feature of the cloud charge structure

includes a net positive charge near the top, a net negative charge below it, and an additional

small amount of positive charge at the bottom of the cloud. Most of the cloud electric

charges reside on hydrometeors, i.e., various liquid or frozen water particles in the atmo-

sphere. The electrification mechanism and the distribution and motion of thunderstorm

electric charges are topics of active research.

Because the gravity-driven thundercloud motion is only significant over time scales
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much longer than the duration of a lightning flash (∼1 ms), such motion and the associated

charge distribution variation can be neglected as far as the lighting dynamics is concerned.

The spatial distribution of the cloud charge is primarily inferred from in situ measurements

and multi-ground-station recordings of the electric field. These studies normally report val-

ues that represent certain type of averages over regions of several kilometers in radius. The

lack of accurate information of the three dimensional spatial distribution of cloud charge

and the associated electric field pose limitations in various aspects of lightning study (Sec-

tion 2.4.3, and Chapters 5, 6).

2.2 Streamers

A streamer is a form of electric discharge that takes place in many phases and stages of

lightning flashes. For example, it plays a critical role in the initiation and growth of the

lightning channel (section 2.4), and the formation of the charge storage component of an

existing lightning channel, i.e., the corona sheath (section 2.3.3). Many aspects of the

streamer and its related processes are still under active research and physically accurate

models for these processes are in general unavailable. In this section, we describe some of

basic characteristics of streamers that we rely upon for the construction of semi-empirical

models for various components of the lightning system.

A streamer is a filamentary air plasma channel whose radius can be thousands of times

smaller than its length. The plasma in the streamer channel is created by electron avalanche

breakdown of the air in front of the streamer tip. The avalanche breakdown requires the

presence of a very strong electric field, e.g., 3 MV m−1 in SATP (standard ambient tempera-

ture and pressure) air. However, a streamer is capable of propagating in an external electric

field that is much lower than the air electric breakdown threshold, because the weak exter-

nal field causes charge accumulation at the streamer tip which in turn induces an electric

field that is strong enough to cause avalanche breakdown of the air at the front of the tip.

Experimental observations show that the radius of the tip stays constant at a value on the

order of 10−1 cm for SATP air as the streamer propagates. Moreover, the lateral expansion

of the channel behind the tip is shown to be at a speed much lower than the elongation.

Descriptions of various experimentally observed streamer characteristics can be found in
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Bazelyan and Raizer [1997, Ch. 5, p. 145–155].

The dynamics of the streamer can be thought of as consisting of two distinct parts: the

fast processes at the streamer tip and the relatively slow processes in the streamer channel

behind the tip.

The fast processes at the streamer tip include the ionization, electron drift and the re-

sulting charge redistribution. In this context, it is particularly important to emphasize that

the ionization rate at the leader tip is directly determined by the electric field strength,

because the streamer plasma is weakly ionized. These processes together determine the

streamer propagation characteristic, such as the propagation speed, the streamer tip radius,

streamer tip charge, the degree of ionization and the initial channel conductivity. Accurate

treatment of these processes requires sophisticated numerical modeling and is a challeng-

ing research topic of its own. Several models in this category is described in Bazelyan and

Raizer [1997, Ch. 5, p. 176–193]. Also, analysis with a quasi-stationary one-dimensional

model is presented in Bazelyan and Raizer [1997, Ch. 3, p. 43–53]. The model solves the

system of equations consisting of Poisson’s equation and the continuity equation for the

electron and ion densities, while using an analytical formula to determine the ionization

rate as a function of the electric field strength. The model gives expressions for quantities

such as the streamer tip charge density, electron density and propagation speed in terms of

the streamer tip radius. The problem of streamer head radius is yet to be solved, for which

a brief discussion is given in Bazelyan and Raizer [1997, Ch. 3, p. 47].

The relatively slow processes taking place in the streamer channel behind the tip include

processes such as the channel lateral expansion, charge re-distribution in the channel and

the attachment of free electrons to heavy particles. A related topic is the energy balance and

heating in the channel. As is pointed out in Bazelyan and Raizer [1997, Ch. 3, p. 67–71], the

heating of a single streamer is insufficient to significantly increase the temperature of the

heavy particles. As a result, free electrons created by the ionization process at the streamer

tip quickly become attached to heavy particles and the plasma loses most of its conductivity

once the streamer tip propagates away from the current location. Hence, in order for a

streamer to maintain its conductivity, strong electric fields must always be present inside

the streamer.

So far we have assumed that the streamer has already been created. Another topic of
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great importance is the inception of streamers. Knowledge of this process is essential for

the determination of the initiation of lightning, the condition for channel growth and core-

sheath charge transfer. Bazelyan and Raizer [1997, Ch. 3, p. 76–83] provides a discussion

on the conditions for the electron avalanche and avalanche-steamer transition.

Another topic of great importance is the behavior of a group of streamers. Although

we focus our discussion on a single streamer, in real lightning processes numerous stream-

ers are initiated simultaneously. Moreover, each streamer branches into (and sometimes

merges with) several streamers as it propagates. For example, as discussed in section 2.4,

the streamers initiated from the lightning channel leader tip collectively form a streamer

zone, which plays a critical role in the formation of new lightning channel segments. The

collective behavior of a large number of streamers is significantly more difficult to study

quantitatively, both theoretically and experimentally. These difficulties are the primary

reasons that empirical models are often needed for lightning study.

2.3 The Lightning Channel

In comparison with the other aspects of the lightning process, the physics of the lightning

channel is relatively well understood. The lightning channel, often referred to as the leader

channel, is generally considered to consist of a hot plasma core at the center and a charge

sheath surrounding the core (Figure 2.1). In the radial direction, r̂, the dimension of the

core is on the order of 1 cm, while that of the sheath is on the order of meters to tens of

meters. In the axial direction, ẑ, the lightning channel is several kilometers in length. The

core carries most of the current, and the sheath stores most of the charge that is deposited

along the channel.

As discussed below, it is appropriate to further divide the core into two sub-components:

the bulk and the boundary of the core. The bulk of the core is the highly ionized hot plasma

region. For example, for the return stroke channel discussed in Chapter 4, the temperature

and pressure of the bulk of the core are at≥ 20 kK and 1 atm or higher. In this temperature

and pressure range, the free electron density ne is of the order of 1022 m−3 or higher and

the electron thermal velocity is of the order of 106 m s−1. Correspondingly, the mean free

path for collisions between free electrons is of the order of 1 µs and the time for the free
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Figure 2.1: The lightning channel structure

electrons to establish a Maxwell velocity distribution is of the order of 10−12 s [Zel’dovich

and Raizer, 2002, Ch. 6, p. 419]. Similarly, for the heavy particles, the time to establish

a Maxwell velocity distribution is on the order of 10−10 s. Under these conditions, it is

valid to treat the air plasma in the bulk as consisting of an electron and heavy particle

gas, while assuming that the excitation and ionization of the heavy particle gas is kept at

thermal equilibrium with the electron gas at Te. In other words, the particle composition

of the plasma is determined by the Saha equilibrium equation evaluated at Te. The bulk

region is highly conductive and carries most of the lightning current.

The boundary region of the core is the interface between the bulk of the core and the

sheath region. Across the boundary region, the plasma temperature drops from over 10 kK

down to almost the room temperature and the free electron density ne decreases by many

orders of magnitude. The plasma state here is much more complicated than that of the

core, because it is not in equilibrium and it becomes necessary to consider different types

of particles (O2, O, O+, N, N+ etc) separately and the finite rate of ionization by electron

impact and photon ionization.

The sheath region is formed by numerous streamers that are initiated near the bound-

ary of the core and propagate away from the core. As discussed in section 2.2, a streamer

provides little heating to the heavy particles. Hence, after a streamer propagates through a

particular location in the sheath, the free electrons quickly become attached to the heavy

particles to form a medium of much lower conductivity, so that the sheath region essen-

tially stays at the ambient temperature. Because of the low temperature and the fact that

the electrons are attached to the heavy particles forming negative ions, the recombination

process of positive and negative ions is very slow, and the sheath plasma is far from being
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in thermal equilibrium. In summary, the dynamics of the sheath plasma is governed by a

set of processes that are distinctly different from those that take place in the core.

In the following three sections, we first describe some of the equations that govern

the dynamics of the bulk and the boundary of the core, and then summarize the current

understanding of the sheath region.

2.3.1 The bulk of the core

The bulk of the core is assumed to consist of two gas components: the electron gas (sub-

script “e”) and the heavy particle gas (subscript “h”), which include all particles other than

the electrons, both neutral and ionized. Once the initial composition of the air is known, the

states of each of these two gases are fully described by two quantities: their temperatures

(Te, Th) and pressures (pe, ph), or, equivalently, their temperatures and particle densities

(ne, nh). The heavy particle electronic energy states are assumed to be in partial thermal

equilibrium with the electron gas. In other words, Te is used to calculate the degree of

heavy particle ionization and excitation. Generally speaking, this assumption of partial

thermal equilibrium does not necessarily hold under all conditions, especially when the

process under consideration involves very fast dynamics. For example, the validity of this

assumption is investigated in Chapter 4. The temperature of the translational motion of the

heavy particles is allowed to differ from Te and is denoted by Th. This difference is nec-

essary because of the inefficient energy transfer between electrons and nuclei due to their

large mass difference. For the highly ionized plasma in the core, the difference between the

densities of positively and negatively charged particles caused by net charge accumulation

in the core is negligible in comparison with the densities of the charged particles. To be

more specific, the net charge density is given by the following formula:

ρ =
∑

i

qini

where i denotes the particle species in the plasma, i.e. i = e, O, O+, N, N+ etc. The particle

density and the charge per particle for species i are denoted by qi and ni respectively. In
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the core, we have

ρ≪ qene

As a result, for the calculation of the chemical composition of the plasma in the core using

Saha equilibrium equations, the quasi-neutrality assumption can be used. i.e.

∑

qini = ρ ≃ 0

The thermodynamic properties of the plasma are then determined by the temperature and

the chemical composition of the plasma, as in D’Angola et al. [2008].

We now describe the equations that govern the electrodynamics and thermodynamics of

the bulk of the core. Note that when the individual components of a vector X are discussed,

it is cast in cylindrical coordinates such that ẑ axis is aligned with the axial direction of the

core and the origin is located at the center of the core i.e.

X = Xz ẑ +Xrr̂ +Xφφ̂

We further assume cylindrical symmetry, that is that the terms involving a derivative with

respect to φ̂ are all zero.

The electric field at any location and any time is calculated using the Electric Field

Integral Equation (EFIE) [Jackson, 1999, Ch. 6, p. 246–248].

E(x, t) =
1

4πǫ0

∫

d3x
′

{

R̂

|R|2

[

ρ(x
′

, t
′

)
]

ret
+

R̂

c|R|

[

∂ρ(x
′

, t
′

)

∂t′

]

ret

−
1

c2|R|

[

∂j(x
′

, t
′

)

∂t′

]

ret

}

(2.1)

where x and x
′

denote position vectors in space, t and t
′

denote time, R = x − x
′

, R̂ is

a unit vector in the direction of R, ρ(x
′

, t) and j(x
′

, t) represent respectively the charge

density and the current density at point x
′

in space and at time t, [ ]ret means that the ex-

pression in the bracket is evaluated at the retarded time, i.e., at t
′

= t− (|R|/c). The basic

element under the integration sign is the time domain Green function for Maxwell’s equa-

tions for the electric field E, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The EFIE provides a physically

accurate description of the electric field due to a set of current and charge sources through
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Figure 2.2: The basic element of EFIE

convolution with the time domain Green function over the entire spatial region of concern.

In the case of lightning flashes, regions that contribute to the integral include the core, the

sheath, the background cloud, the ground and other conducting objects if present. The

cloud charge and its image ground charge evolve over a time scale much longer than the

entire duration of a lightning flash. For the time window considered (∼ µs), these charges

can thus be taken as constant in time and the induced electric field can be specified as an

input to the model. For the sheath region, as discussed in Chapter 3, only the term involv-

ing
[

ρ(x
′

, t
′

)
]

ret
needs to be included. All three terms need to be considered for the core

region.

Under the assumption that the heavy particle electronic energy states are in partial ther-

mal equilibrium with the electron gas at Te, we obtain that ne and nh are functions of

Te and the initial conditions, i.e., initial temperature T0 and initial pressure p0. The func-

tional values are found by solving Saha equilibrium equations with the constraints of charge

quasi-neutrality [D’Angola et al., 2008]:

ne = ne(Te, T0, p0) (2.2)

nh = nh(Te, T0, p0) (2.3)

Next are the momentum conservation equations for the electron gas (the gravity terms

are not included due to their smallness):

neme

DUe

Dt
= −∇pe +∇ · τe + qeneE+ Je×B− nemehνeh(Ue−Uh)−meUewe (2.4)
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and for the heavy particle gas:

nhmh

DUh

Dt
= −∇ph+∇· τh+ qhnhE+Jh×B+nemehνeh(Ue−Uh)−mhUhwh (2.5)

The left hand side of either of the two equations is the acceleration of electron (heavy

particle) gas; D/Dt is the substantial derivative; me,h is the mass of a single electron (av-

erage heavy particle); Ue,h is the average velocity vectors of the electron (heavy particle)

gas; ∇pe,h and ∇ · τe,h are the gradients of the electron (heavy particle) gas bulk pressure

and shear tensor; B is the magnetic field (in general, B can be calculated using the Mag-

netic Field Integral Equation, an analog of Equation (2.1)); the term nemehνeh(Ue −Uh)

represents collisions between electron gas and heavy particle gas, where νeh is the collision

frequency; we,h is the rate of electron particle (heavy particle) density change due to ioniza-

tion and recombination; meUewe and mhUhwh are respectively the changes in momentum

due to electron and heavy particle density variation.

The equations of energy conservation for the electron gas and the heavy particle gas

are:

∂neǫe
∂t

+∇· (neUeǫe) = ∇· (κe∇Te)−∇· (Ue ·pe)+Je ·E−P elas
col −

∂nhǫ
int
h

∂t
+P tot

opt (2.6)

∂nhǫh
∂t

+∇ · (nhUhǫh) = ∇ · (κh∇Th)−∇ · (Uh · ph) + Jh · E+ P elas
col (2.7)

Equation 2.6 includes all the energy terms that are related to the translational motion of the

electrons and the electronic states of the heavy particle. In this equation, ǫe = (3/2)kTe;

P elas
col is the elastic collision energy transfer between the electron gas and the heavy particle

gas; (∂ǫinth )/(∂t) is the rate of change of the heavy particle electronic states energy. This

term is included in Equation (2.6) rather than Equation (2.7) because of the assumption

that the heavy particle electronic energy states are in thermal equilibrium with the elec-

tron gas. P tot
opt is the total optical radiation loss of the entire spectrum at a location and

is equal to the divergence of the optical radiation intensity field. For the temperature and

pressure range considered, variation in energy stored in the radiation intensity field may

be neglected [Zel’dovich and Raizer, 2002, Ch. 2, p. 141]. The radiation intensity field is

found by solving the radiation transport equations, which in turn requires knowledge of
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the photon emission and absorption properties of the plasma [Zel’dovich and Raizer, 2002,

Ch. 5, p. 331-338]. Note that for photons at different frequencies, the absorption length can

be significantly different and thus the core may appear to be optically thin, or thick, or

somewhere in between. Under the assumption that the heavy particle electronic energy

states are in thermal equilibrium with the electron gas, the photon emission and absorption

properties of the plasma are fully determined by Te and nh.

Equation 2.7 for the heavy particle gas includes all the energy terms that are related to

the kinetic (i.e., translational) motion of the heavy particles. Note that the term P elas
col in

Equation 2.6 also appears in Equation 2.7 but with the opposite sign. In other words, the

electron gas loses its kinetic energy to the heavy particle gas through elastic collisions.

Finally, the ideal gas law is used to relate the pressures to the temperatures, because the

deviation from ideal gas due to coulomb interaction between gas particles is found to be

negligible for the temperature and pressure range considered [D’Angola et al., 2008]:

pe = nekTe; ph = nhkTh (2.8)

Generally speaking, Equations (2.4 – 2.7) are very difficult to solve numerically. How-

ever, it will be shown in Chapter 4 that for the studies concerned in this thesis, all four

equations can be greatly simplified. For example, the axial component (along the axis ẑ)

of Equation (2.4) reduces to the Ohm’s Law and its radial component is eliminated by

taking advantage of gas dynamic model calculations. It is important to realize that the va-

lidity of the simplifications introduced in Chapter 4 has only been verified for the study of

subsequent return strokes with commonly observed characteristics. For the study of other

lightning processes, or for more extreme cases of return strokes (e.g., peak return stroke

current higher than 100 kA), the equations presented in this section should be reexamined

to derive the appropriate simplifications. In particular, some of the simplifications made in

Chapter 4 may not apply to the study of dart leader process.
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2.3.2 The boundary of the core

The boundary of the core is the region across which the plasma state transitions from a

highly ionized plasma to a weakly ionized plasma and eventually to SATP (standard ambi-

ent temperature and pressure). For several reasons the physics of this region is much more

complicated than that of the bulk of the core.

As the density of charged particles decreases by many order of magnitudes across the

boundary region, the rate of coulomb collisions between charged particles and the rate

of collisions between charged particles and neutral particles are reduced at least by the

same order of magnitude. One important consequence of the low collision rate is that the

energy distribution of the charged particles is no longer Maxwellian, but becomes directly

dependent on the electric and magnetic field. Another important consequence of the low

collision rate is that the heavy particle excited and ionized electronic energy states are

no longer at thermal equilibrium with the electron gas. That is, an explicit treatment is

required for the finite rate of heavy particle excitation and ionization due to electron impact

and photo-ionization; e.g., the ionization rate by electron impact is directly dependent of

the electric field strength. It is also necessary to include the finite rate of photo-ionization,

which is due to the optical radiation from the bulk of the core [Zel’dovich and Raizer, 2002,

Ch. 5, p. 283–303].

The situation is further complicated by the initiation of streamers near or at the bound-

ary of the core. At many stages of a lightning flash, the charges accumulated in the core

are strong enough to cause electric breakdown of the air near the core and thus initiate

streamers propagating outwards in the lateral direction. Accurate treatment of the initiation

and propagation of the numerous streamers, as well as their effects on the plasma state of

the boundary region of the core is well beyond what modern computational resources can

handle.

In summary, accurate treatment of the boundary region of the core raises many ques-

tions that are both theoretically and computationally challenging. For the studies presented

in this thesis, the model is greatly simplified to avoid these complexities. As further elab-

orated in Chapter 4, these simplifications are based on both observations and theoretical
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Figure 2.3: The radial distribution of channel thermodynamic properties [Plooster, 1971a].

calculations which suggest that the leader channel has a well-defined narrow boundary re-

gion (Figure 2.3). More specifically, the radial distribution of the free electron density is

approximately uniform in the bulk of the core and then falls rapidly by many order of mag-

nitudes over a distance much less than the bulk radius. In the rest of this section, we briefly

discuss equations that one may consider for a more accurate treatment of the boundary

region.

Because of the finite rate of heavy particle excitation and ionization in the boundary

regions, it is no longer appropriate to treat the different types of heavy particles (O, O+,

N, N+...) as a single species. One must keep track of the particle densities of the different

heavy particle species separately by using the following set of equations, where “i” and “j”

denote the various particle species. The equations are:
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(1) Continuity equations
∂ni

∂t
+∇(niUi) = wi (2.9)

(2) Momentum conservation equations

nimi

DUi

Dt
= −∇pi+∇· τi+ qiniE+Ji×B−

∑

j 6=i

nimijνij(Ui−Uj)−miUiwi (2.10)

(3) Energy conservation equations

∂niǫi
∂t

+∇ · (NiUiǫi) = ∇ · (κi∇Ti)−∇ · (Ui · pi) + Ji ·E+ (P elas
col )i + (P tot

opt)i (2.11)

(4) State equations

pi = nikTi (2.12)

In these equations, ni is the particle density, Ui the bulk average velocity; wi the total

rate of the different ionization mechanisms D/Dt is the substantial derivative; mi the mass

of a single particle; pi the bulk pressure; τi the shear stress tensor; qi the electric charge of

a single particle; E the electric field; Ji the current density and νij the collision frequency

between species “i” and “j”; (P elas
col )i is the elastic collision energy transfer between the

particles of species “i” and of all the other species; (P tot
col )i is the energy transfer between

the particles of species “i” and the optical radiation field. Both the term (P tot
opt)i and the

contribution of the photo-ionization to wi require the solution to the radiation transport

equation in order to resolve the optical radiation field variations in the boundary region

[Zel’dovich and Raizer, 2002, Ch. 2, p. 128–130].

2.3.3 The sheath

Both the experimental observations and the theoretical studies of the sheath are still in their

early stages. In particular, a very limited understanding is available for the construction

of a physically accurate sheath model for the fast dynamics during the return stroke. In

this section, we limit our discussion to certain aspects of the sheath physics that we relied

upon for the construction of an empirical model in the studies presented in the following

chapters.
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Due to the high electrical conductivity in the bulk of the core, nonzero charge den-

sity tends to distribute on its boundary. With sufficient charge accumulated, the electric

field near the core becomes strong enough to induce air breakdown, which in turn leads to

streamer processes that carry the excess charge away from the boundary. Thus, the charge

balance in the boundary region is determined by the rate of accumulation due to the current

in the bulk and the rate at which the charge is carried away by streamers into the sheath

region. The small radial dimension of the core means that a small nonzero charge in the

boundary is sufficient to induce air breakdown and create streamers. For the same reason,

it is the sheath region, rather than the core, that carries most of the charge deposited along

the channel by stepped leaders.

In the sheath region, the air temperature and pressure are much lower and are close

to the ambient air conditions. The ionization in the sheath region is caused by numerous

streamers that are initiated near the boundary of the core and propagate outwards, leaving

behind filamentary conductive channels. Because of the low sheath air temperature, free

electrons in these channels quickly attach to heavy particles, resulting in charged particles

of much lower mobility. As a result, the sheath plasma is far from thermal equilibrium and

its dynamics is distinctly different from both the boundary region and the bulk of the core.

Charge transfer between the sheath and the core takes place as a result of the propagat-

ing streamers and the current in the low-conductivity medium. The current induced by a

streamer is determined by the amount of charge it carries and the speed it propagates, both

of which are functions of the electric field and the air density. To determine the total rate

of charge carried into the sheath region, the frequency at which streamers are initiated also

needs to be determined. While some basic theories about the charge carried by a streamer

and its propagation speed can be found in Bazelyan and Raizer [1997, Ch. 5, p. 151–155],

the initiation frequency, especially during some of the fast lightning processes such as the

return stroke, is poorly understood. Moreover, the collective behavior of the streamers in

the sheath is essentially unknown.
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2.4 Lightning channel development (+ and - leader)

In this section, we provide a phenomenological description for several forms of streamer-

leader transitions that underlie the creation and the growth of the lightning channel. Much

of the description is inferred from laboratory studies of long sparks rather than from ob-

servations of lightning flashes. The reason we rely on laboratory data is because currently

available experimental techniques for lightning observation do not possess enough tem-

poral and spatial resolution to resolve these processes. However, as the observations are

gradually improved, more evidence arises in support of the description presented in this

section. While the phenomenological description and the final results of most of these

transition processes are clear, the underlying physics of these transition processes is not

well understood. Most importantly, as mentioned briefly in Section 2.2, the heating by the

current of a single streamer is far from sufficient for the heavy particles to reach a high

enough temperature for the channel to transit into a leader. Therefore, in the case of a pos-

itive leader, there must be a mechanism for the accumulation of currents from numerous

streamers within a region of small radius inside the leader head so that this region can be

sufficiently heated to become a part of the leader. Unfortunately, there is very little detailed

discussion in the literature on this type of mechanism. Consequently, empirical models

that are based on the phenomenological description are needed whenever the creation of

the leader need to be included in a model.

2.4.1 Positive leader

In laboratory long spark experiments, a positive leader initiates from the anode and carries

a positive charge along at its head. The three components of a positive leader that appear

in a continuous streak photography performed by an electro-optical image converter are

the channel, the head, and the streamer zone (Figure 2.4). Because the leader is highly

conductive, the external field leads to charge accumulation at the head, producing a strong

electric field in the region near the tip. As a result, streamers initiate at the head and carry

charge away from the tip to form the streamer zone. The channel primarily emits visible

light, while the streamer zone emits in the near-ultraviolet region. The head is the brightest

structure in a streak photo, and its tilt is used to measure the leader velocity. High speed
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Figure 2.4: Streak image of a positive leader developing in a 8 m air gap [Ivanovskii, 2000].

camera with a good spatial resolution shows that a positive leader propagates by means

of consecutive flashes, each of which extends the leader by a length of the order its head

radius. The sheath region, sometimes called the charge cover, is also present around the

channel but indistinguishable in a streak photo. Part of the charge in the sheath region

comes from the streamer zone. In other words, as the leader propagates, its head moves

through the streamer zone and so does the region of streamer inception and the boundary of

streamer zone. The streamer zone created earlier is left behind and its charge becomes part

of the charge in the sheath region. The sheath charge varies over time as charge redistributes

on the leader channel surface, which causes new streamers to initiate and carry charge from

the channel to the sheath in lateral direction.

Experimental data on charges in the streamer zone and in the sheath are very scarce.

Even less well documented is the variation in the charge distribution as a function of time.
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This lack of data and theoretical understanding severely limits the possibility of a physically

accurate model of these processes.

2.4.2 Negative leader, space stem

In laboratory long spark experiments, a negative leader initiates from the cathode and car-

ries a negative charge at its head. Once the leader channel is created, its properties are

essentially the same as those of a positive leader channel. A negative leader differs from a

positive leader primarily by the processes in the streamer zone and therefore by the charac-

teristics of the movement of the channel front section.

The streamer zone formation in a negative leader requires higher voltage than in a

positive leader. The reason for a higher voltage is the fact that an electron involved in the

avalanche ionization in the streamer process, in the case of a negative leader, is driven away

from the leader head and thus the avalanche develops in a weaker field. On the other hand,

in the case of a positive leader, an electron is driven towards the leader head and thus the

avalanche develops in a stronger field.

As shown in Figure 2.5 and discussed in detail in Biagi et al. [2010], the streamer

zone structure and the leader channel formation mechanism of a negative leader are both

significantly more complicated than those of a positive leader. One of the most noticeable

features of negative leader channel formation is the presence of a space stem in front of the

main channel. In other words, as the main channel of the leader extends, a small segment

of the leader channel which is separated from the main channel emerges in the front of

the main channel and extends in both directions. This separated leader segment eventually

connects with the main channel and initiates a current pulse in the channel. This current

pulse causes rapid heating and thus leads to temporary brightening of the channel. As a

result, the channel appears in the streak photo as if it suddenly stepped forward. Hence the

name negative stepped leader.

2.4.3 Lightning initiation

Among the various lightning initiation mechanisms are initiation inside the cloud, from

flying objects (aircrafts, rockets), and ground protruding objects (towers, trees, buildings).
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Figure 2.5: Negative leader: (1) primary leader channel, (2) leader tip, (3) positive stream-

ers, (4) space stem, (5) negative streamers, (6) thermalized space stem, which becomes a

space leader, (7) space leader connects with the primary leader [Biagi et al., 2010, Gorin

et al., 1976].

Nevertheless, the majority of naturally occurring lightning are initiated inside the cloud.

The mechanism of lighting initiation inside the cloud is different from processes associated

with positive or negative leader, and laboratory long spark initiation from a small electrode.

This difference is due to the fact that a lightning channel does not yet exist and thus there is

no charge accumulation at the channel tip to create a strong electric field. Another difficulty

arises from the fact that both in situ and remote measurements show that the maximum

values of the large-spatial-scale electric fields in thunderclouds are insufficient for streamer

initiation.

A viable theory of the lightning initiation inside the cloud must provide a mechanism for

the streamer initiation and for the transition from streamers to leaders. Generally speaking,

lightning initiation remains a challenging problem and is still a subject of active research.

2.4.4 Attachment

The attachment process is one of the least documented and least understood lightning pro-

cesses. Moreover, the final stage during which the laboratory long spark bridges the air gas

may not be applicable to lightning, because the lightning attachment process often involves
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the initiation of an upward propagating channel from a protruding conductive object on

the ground, and then, when the streamer zones of the upward and downward propagating

channels meet, a new channel segment is created to connect the two channels. The creation

process of this connecting channel segment may be different from the positive and negative

leaders, because of the presence of the streamer zone of the opposite sign. In summary, the

attachment process is still poorly understood and the development of a physically accurate

model for this process is still a matter of future research.
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Chapter 3

Numerical Techniques

Because of the thermodynamics of the core and the core-sheath interaction, the system of

equations governing the dynamics of the lightning channel is highly nonlinear. If the full

set of equations are solved together, it would be necessary to deal with the high degree of

nonlinearity for a large number of variables. Instead, the computation within each time step

is carried out in several stages, as shown in Figure 3.1.

The electrodynamics of the core refers to the temporal and spatial evolution of the

charge and current distribution in the core. The thermodynamics of the core refers to the

temporal and spatial evolution of thermodynamic properties (e.g., temperature, pressure),

transport properties (e.g., electrical and thermal conductivities) and various forms of energy

(e.g., optical radiation, internal energy variation). The sheath dynamics includes both the

charge transfer between the core and sheath and the temporal and spatial variation of the

charge distributions in the sheath.

At the first stage, the current and charge distributions in the core are updated, while

the thermodynamic properties are kept constant and the core-sheath charge transfer rate is

kept equal to that at the previous time step. As discussed in Section 3.1, the equations that

need to be solved at this stage are linear and can be solved using well-established methods.

For both the second and the third stages, the charge and current distributions in the core

become an input. At stage two, the system of equations governing the thermodynamics

of the core, especially Equations (2.4–2.7), are highly nonlinear and generally difficult to

solve. For the studies presented in this thesis, these equations are greatly simplified based
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Figure 3.1: The computation flow

on our knowledge of the time and spatial scale of the phenomena under consideration. The

resulting equations are simple enough to be solved by using well-established methods. At

stage three, the core-sheath charge transfer and the sheath charge distribution is updated

using an explicit scheme. The second and third stages are interchangeable, because as far

as the models presented in this thesis are concerned, the thermodynamics of the core is

decoupled from the sheath dynamics.

The validity of the assumption of steady-state core thermodynamics and constant sheath

quantities during step 1 is justified by the difference of relevant time scales. As discussed

in Chapter 4, a time step of the order of a few ns is normally used to fully resolve the

electrodynamics of the core. On the other hand, both the thermodynamic properties of the

core and the charge distribution in the sheath only vary significantly over time scales of the

order of 10 µs.

In the following two sections, we describe the numerical techniques used in the first two

stages, for the solution of equations after simplification. The update for the sheath using

Equation (4.4) is straightforward.

3.1 Electrodynamics of the core

At stage one, with the thermodynamic properties kept constant and the core-sheath charge

transfer rate kept equal to its value at the previous time step, Equations (2.1), (2.4) and

(2.5) need to be solved to update the current and charge distributions in the core. As will

be discussed in Chapter 4, both the radial component and the axial component of Equa-

tions (2.4) and (2.5) can be greatly simplified. More specifically, the radial components of

the equations no longer need to be explicitly solved in the first stage. Instead, the radial
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Figure 3.2: The discretization of lightning channel

component of the core current is determined by the charge variation on the boundary of the

core and the charge transfer rate between the core and the sheath. The axial components of

the equations are reduced to Ohm’s Law; in other words, we have

σe(Te, Th, pe, ph)E(x, t) = j(x, t) (3.1)

where σe is the electrical conductivity. The conductivity σe is uniquely determined by

Te, Th, pe and ph because of the assumption that heavy particle excitation and ionization are

at thermal equilibrium with the electron gas at Te.

In other words, only Equations (2.1) and (3.1) need to be solved to update the charge

and current distributions in the core. For this solution, we use the time-domain Method of

Moments (MoM). Below, we describe the discretization of the lightning channel (Figure

3.2) and then explain the basic idea of time-domain MoM.

The core is divided into straight cylindrical segments, from here on called the current

segments, with the height of a particular segment specified as Lcur and the axial component
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of the core current density, jz, assumed to be uniform (both in the axial direction and

in the radial direction) within each segment. It is then possible to introduce Icore, the

total current that flows along the core, to uniquely specify the axial component of the core

current density:

jz =
Icore
πr2core

The charge elements are formed from the halves of adjacent current segments. Hence

the number of halves of current segments in each charge element equals the number of cur-

rent segments whose current flows in or out of the charge element. The charge in a charge

element is assumed to be uniformly distributed among all of its half current segments. It is

further assumed that the charge within each of the half current segment is uniformly dis-

tributed on the boundary of the core (for the purpose of calculating E using EFIE). It is then

possible to define λcore, the linear charge density of the core, to uniquely specify the charge

distribution in each charge element. The sheath segments are discretized to match the half

segments in the charge elements. The charge is assumed to be uniformly distributed within

each sheath segment.

The time variation of λcore for a charge element is related to the currents that flow in

and out of the element by the charge conservation. For example, consider the ith charge

element and use Ωi to denote the set of current segments whose current flow in or out of

the charge element. The number of segments in Ωi is denoted by Ni. Note that the number

of half segments in the charge element is also Ni.

NiLcur

2

dλi
core

dt
=
∑

j∈Ωi

sign(j)Ijcore (3.2)

where j indexes the current segments that flow in or out the ith charge element and sign(j)

is a function that is positive (negative) if the current of the jth segment flow into (out of)

the charge element.

In the time domain, the current derivative dIcore/dt is taken as constant within each

time step. It then follows that the Icore varies linearly and λcore varies quadratically within

each time step.
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To find the electric field at any point in space x and time t, we start with the EFIE

Equation (2.1), restated below for convenience:

E(x, t) =
1

4πǫ0

∫

d3x
′

{

R̂

|R|2

[

ρ(x
′

, t
′

)
]

ret
+

R̂

c|R|

[

∂ρ(x
′

, t
′

)

∂t′

]

ret

−
1

c2|R|

[

∂j(x
′

, t
′

)

∂t′

]

ret

}

Note that depending on the distance between x′ and x, the integration may involve values

of ρ, j at any retarded time t′ that is less than t. Integrating over each current segment and

charge element, the integral over space is reduced to the sum:

4πǫ0E(x, Nδt) =
∑

i

∫

d3x
′

(

R̂

|R|2

[

ρ(x
′

, t
′

)
]

ret
+

R̂

c|R|

[

∂ρ(x
′

, t
′

)

∂t′

]

ret

)

−
∑

k

∫

d3x
′ 1

c2|R|

[

∂j(x
′

, t
′

)

∂t′

]

ret

(3.3)

The time t is replaced by Nδt, where δt is the time step. Equation (3.3) hence evaluates the

electric field at x at the N th time step, where i iterates through all the charge elements and

k through all the current segments. Note that the integration over sheath segments is not

shown in the equation above for clarity but should be included in the actual model. Each

of the integrations under the summation sign is restricted to the region of a specific current

segment or charge element. Each of these integrations can then be re-expressed in terms of

Icore and λcore multiplied by a geometrical factor. For example, consider the last term on

the right of the equation above for the kth current segment. For the sake of simplicity, we

further assume the time delay between x and any point x′ in the kth current segment to fall

in the same time step. That is, for all x′ in the kth current segment, lδt ≤ |x−x′|
c
≤ (l+1)δt

for some integer l ≥ 0, where c is the speed of light. Then

∫

x
′∈k

1

c2|R|

[

∂j(x
′

, t
′

)

∂t′

]

ret

=
1

π(rkcore)
2

(
∫

x
′∈k

1

c2|R|

)

∂Ik,N−lcore

∂t′

= (GeometricalFactor)×
∂Ik,N−lcore

∂t′

where “x
′

∈k” means that x
′

lies in the spatial region spanned by the kth current segment;

and Ik,N−lcore denotes the current in the kth current segment at (N−l)th time step. Generally,
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it is incorrect to assume that the time delay between x and any point x′ in the kth current

segment falls in the same time step. In this case, the integration over a current segment can

be split into a summation of a few terms of the above form. The other terms of Equation

(3.3) can be represented by similar forms. The geometrical factors can be pre-calculated

and stored before the simulation starts. Furthermore, when x
′

is far from x, far field ap-

proximation can be used to simplify the integration.

Finally, note that by using Equation (3.2), the terms involving λcore can be re-expressed

in terms of ∂Icore/∂t, Icore and λcore from earlier time steps. Thus, after the (N − 1)th time

step in a simulation is completed, in order to calculate the electric field at the N th time

step, the only unknowns in Equation (3.3) are the derivatives ∂Icore/∂t for every current

segment during the time period t ∈ [N − 1, N ]δt.

To close the system of equations, MoM makes use of a set of “test functions” (defined

in Gibson [2008, Ch. 3, p. 43]), which are used to evaluate E in each current segment in

order to calculate the current using Ohm’s Law. In our case, system of equations are closed

by taking integration of E at t = Nδt over each current segment k and by ensuring that

Ohm’s Law is satisfied. That is, for every current segment k,

∫

x∈k

E(x,Nδt)d3x = π(rcore)
2Lcurσ

−1
e Ik,Ncore (3.4)

where the integration is taken over the entire region spanned by the kth segment, Ik,Ncore

denotes the current in the kth current segment at the N th time step and Lcur denotes the

length of the kth current segment. Substitution of Equation (3.3) into Equation (3.4) to

eliminate E results in a set of equations that only involve ∂Icore/∂t, with the unknowns

being the values of ∂Icore/∂t at the last time step only. The number of equations constructed

this way equals to the number of current segments and thus is equal to the number of

unknowns. This system of equations are thus suitable for solution by an implicit scheme

for the time advancement of ∂Icore/∂t and can then be solved by using well-established

procedures.

MoM is a widely used numerical technique in antenna theory, where the electric con-

ductivity of the metal rods is commonly assumed to be infinite and the current only exists
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on the surface of the channel. The “test function” is then chosen to ensure that the tangen-

tial component of the electric field on the surface of the metal wire to zero [Miller et al.,

1973].

One of the key advantages of the MoM formulation is that only the channel region

needs to be discretized and included in the computational domain, instead of discretizing

the much larger space around the channel which is the approach used, e.g., in FDTD (finite-

difference-time-domain) method. This advantage comes about because EFIE already takes

into account of the propagation in free space of the electromagnetic waves due to the current

and charge source in the channel. Another significant advantage of this formulation is the

simplicity of adjusting the mesh for different geometries of the lightning channel, as it is

completely free of a fixed background numerical grid.

We now consider a few generalizations of this scheme for future studies. In the study

presented in this thesis, the axial component of the core current is assumed to be uniform

in the radial direction, in correspondence with the assumption of uniform thermodynamic

properties inside the core (Chapter 4). For the more general case in which the radial dy-

namics of the core is also considered, the radial distribution of the axial component of the

core current can be assumed to be proportional to the radial distribution of the electric con-

ductivity, as in Plooster [1971a]. This assumption is equivalent to assuming that the skin

effect is insignificant (i.e., skin depth is larger than the core radius). For the frequency

range that is considered in the studies presented in this thesis, this assumption is valid as

a first order approximation. For example, the subsequent return stroke current normally

has a rise time of the order of 1 µs and a conductivity of the order of 104 S m−1, which

corresponds to a skin depth ≃ 0.5 cm (≃ rcore). In general, it is necessary to verify this

assumption by considering the wave modes in a thin conductive cylinder.

The discretization of the lightning channel introduced in Figure 3.2 is sufficient for the

studies presented in this thesis, because the radial dynamics of the core is greatly simplified.

In the case when a more accurate treatment of the radial dynamics of the core is needed, the

core current segments need to be further discretized in the radial direction. This discretiza-

tion is particularly important for simulating the time evolution of the radial distribution of

the thermodynamic properties.
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Finally, this discretization is based on the assumption that the variation in the thermo-

dynamic properties of the core in the radial direction is much steeper than the variation in

the axial direction. This assumption is true for most parts of the channel, but caution is

needed when it comes to the leader tips, such as the dart leader front and step leader tips.

3.2 Thermodynamics of the core

Even with the current and charge distributions in the core being calculated at stage one,

it remains extremely challenging to solve Equations (2.2–2.8), plus the radiation transport

equations for optical radiation for the thermodynamics of the core. The difficulties are

caused both by the high degree of nonlinearity and the large number of variables. The full

solution of such a system is beyond the scope of this thesis. In the following chapters,

several levels of simplifications are made to the equations to accommodate the scales and

objectives of the study.

The return stroke study presented in Chapter 4 features a relatively detailed treatment

of the thermodynamics. It is shown that for return stroke study, the axial components of the

electron gas and heavy particle gas momentum equations can be reduced to Ohm’s Law,

thus justifying Equation (3.4). Moreover, the various forms of energy transfer along the

core are shown to be negligible in comparison with the energy transfer in the radial direc-

tion. As a result, only the radial dynamics of the core need to be considered. With several

further simplifications, the problem can be reduced to what is studied by gas dynamic

models [Rakov and Uman, 1998], which normally assume that the channel properties are

uniform in the axial direction. That is, the thermodynamics of the core at different locations

can be calculated independently of each other. Instead of solving the hydrodynamic equa-

tions as in gas dynamic models, we take advantage of their simulation results and make

further simplifications. Finally, the problem is reduced to solving, for each current seg-

ment, a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations which involve only a small number

of variables.

Newton’s method is sufficient for this type of computation. Furthermore, these equa-

tions are solved independently for each current segment, and thus are easily parallelizable.
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Finally, several terms in these equations, such as the specific heat, particle density and op-

tical radiation, are highly nonlinear functions of the temperature, pressure and radius of

the core and are very computationally expensive to calculate. These quantities are precal-

culated for a wide range of temperature, pressure and radius of the core and are stored in

tabulated or interpolated form.

For models that attempt to treat the radial dynamics of the core more accurately, the

magnetic field is required by Equations (2.4) and (2.5). The magnetic field is particularly

important for return strokes with a very high peak current, as the induced magnetic pressure

is very high and can have a significant effect on the radial dynamic of the core. In this case,

the Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) [Jackson, 1999, Ch. 6, p. 246–248] also needs

to be included and treated similarly as the EFIE.
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Chapter 4

Return stroke study

Although many physical principles discussed in this chapter are applicable to lightning

channels of inter-cloud, intra-cloud, and various forms of cloud-to-ground lightning, we

will focus our attention on the negative cloud to ground lightning, primarily because it is

the most experimentally well-studied form of lightning. For this kind of lightning, a return

stroke is initiated once the lightning channel created either by the downward stepped leader

or by the dart leader reaches ground. A current wave Icore, launched at the ground, travels

upward along the core, neutralizing the corona sheath charge and causing rapid heating in

the core which brings the core temperature to well above 20 kK. The rapidly rising core

temperature leads to intense optical radiation and significant thermal expansion in the core.

As a result of the optical radiation, the current wave is accompanied by a luminous region

of the channel extending upward (hereafter referred to as the ”optical radiation wave”).

The thermal expansion leads to a shock wave propagating away from the core, which is the

origin of thunder that accompanies lightning flashes.

In comparison with other stages of the lightning flash, the return stroke is particularly

convenient to study, both because of its relatively simple physics and the abundance in the

quantity and variety of the available experimental data. The simplicity is due to the fact

that before the return stroke, the lightning channel had already been created by either a step

leader or a dart leader. Hence, it is no longer necessary to deal with the poorly understood

leader creation process in the model.

Optical observation systems including still camera, streak camera and photoelectric
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diodes provide description of the geometry and the spatial and temporal evolution of the

luminous profile of the lightning channel. Optical spectrum observations provide infor-

mation on the channel thermodynamic properties. Multiple station electromagnetic field

recordings provide data on the RF radiation associated with the return stroke current. There

are also recordings of the return stroke current at the ground. Our purpose is to create a

multi-physics model which allows comparisons with all the different experimental data.

One aspect of a return stroke that is of special interest is the return stroke speed. A

series of observations report the speed of extension of the luminous region, i.e., the optical

radiation wave speed, vopt, to be between 1
5

and 2
3

of the speed of light c [Idone and Orville,

1982, Mach and Rust, 1989, Weidman, 1998, Wang et al., 1999, Rakov, 2007, Idone et al.,

1984, Hubert and Mouget, 1981]. On the other hand, direct measurements of the current

wave and its propagation speed vcur are not available. Existing gas-dynamic models can-

not be used for this purpose. Such models apply predefined return stroke current to study

the radial dynamics of the core [Rakov and Uman, 1998]. These models focus on a small

segment of the core and solve hydrodynamic equations assuming translational symmetry

along the core. Consequently, they are not suitable for the study of vopt or vcur. Several

electromagnetic models calculate Icore as a function of both location along the core z, and

time t, i.e., Icore(z, t) [Rakov and Uman, 1998]. However, these models do not explicitly

treat the thermodynamic aspect of the physics and thus cannot establish a quantitative con-

nection between Icore(z, t) and the optical radiation power Popt(z, t). In this chapter, we

present a model that uses realistic high temperature air plasma thermodynamic properties

together with self-consistent solutions of Maxwell’s equations coupled with equations for

the dynamics of a high temperature air plasma.

In Section 4.1, we first discuss in detail several simplifications to the equations for the

core and present an empirical model for the sheath. These simplifications are made possi-

ble by several factors including the fact that the core plasma is highly collisional, and the

dramatically different time scales in the radial and the axial direction. In Sections 4.2.1

to 4.2.3, we first present the result of a single simulation using a specific set of parameter

values, then investigate the difficulties in the definition of vcur by examining the variations

in vcur merely as a result of the choice of the definition in theoretical modeling (or mea-

suring technique in experimental studies), and finally discuss the implications of the model
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predictions on the calculated electromagnetic radiations by the return stroke current and

its impact on applications such as lightning geo-location and lightning-upper-atmosphere

coupling. In Sections 4.2.4 to 4.2.7, we examine more carefully how the simulation results

vary with model parameter values and conditions. Because some of the simplifications

made during the construction of the model introduce quantitative errors into the model,

the studies presented in Sections 4.2.4 to 4.2.7 are essential to verify the robustness of the

model prediction that vcur is higher than vopt.

4.1 The simplified model

While the discussion in Chapter 2 provides a more general description of the physics of

the leader channel, in this section we introduce several simplifications to the equations that

govern the models of the sheath and the core. More specifically, the equations discussed in

Chapter 2 are generally applicable to the core of a leader channel at any stage of a lightning

flash, but are difficult to solve. Fortunately, for the return stroke channel, these equations

can be greatly simplified by taking into consideration the temperature and pressure range

of concern, the dramatically different time and spatial scales of different aspects of the

processes, and the rise time and the peak value of the return stroke current. Regarding

the sheath, the current understanding of its physics is insufficient for the construction of a

physically accurate model, especially for the fast dynamics of the return stroke. Instead,

we make use of an empirical model which is discussed in Section 4.1.2. Finally, in Sec-

tion 4.1.3 we describe the setup for subsequent return stroke simulation, where the ground

recording of the return stroke current is used as an input to the simulation.

4.1.1 The core

This section focuses on the simplifications that can be made to the equations introduced in

Chapter 2. First, we discuss qualitatively the return stroke characteristics that the simplifi-

cations rely on. Then we list the simplified equations and provide more detailed discussions

on the justification for the simplifications for some of the equations.

The temperature and pressure of the return stroke channel exceed 20 kK and 1 atm
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respectively when the channel is created by a stepped leader or a dart leader, and are further

increased by the Joule heating associated with the the return stroke current. For the entire

duration of the return stroke, the air plasma of the core is highly collisional. This collional

state not only justifies the two-gas-component view of the core plasma, but also plays a

central role in simplifying the hydrodynamic Equations (2.4–2.7), especially for the axial

component of the gas momentum conservation. It is also of interest to point out that, for

the temperature and pressure range of concern, the heavy particles are fully dissociated and

the electrons are not attached to heavy particles to form negative ions. That is, the heavy

particle gas consists only of single atoms such as O, N, O+ and N+.

Another important characteristic of the return stroke channel is the distinctly different

spatial scales of the variation of the thermodynamic properties of the core in the axial and

radial directions. To illustrate this, we consider, for both directions, the distances over

which the core state variables increase from their initial values to their peak values. In the

axial direction, due to the wave nature of the current and optical radiation, this distance can

be estimated by multiplying the wave propagation speed along the channel with the rise

time from 20% to 80% of the peak at a specific location. According to optical signature ob-

servations, the optical wave speed vopt is between 1
5

and 2
3

of the speed of light c [Idone and

Orville, 1982, Mach and Rust, 1989, Weidman, 1998, Wang et al., 1999, Rakov, 2007]. The

rise time τ optrise increases with altitude and is measured to be approximately 1–4 µs [Wang

et al., 1999]. The rise time for temperature and pressure is ≥ τ optrise , because the dependence

of optical radiation on temperature is strongly nonlinear and the core becomes optically

visible only at temperatures much higher than 20 kK [Aubrecht and Bartlova, 2009]. For

the current wave, direct measurement of τ currise is only available at the ground, which is also

on the order of a few µs [Berger et al., 1975]. τ currise can only increase with altitude because

of the dispersion of electromagnetic waves propagating along a thin conducting channel.

The current wave speed vcur is expected to be comparable with vopt, because the current

wave provides the energy for the heating of the core. In conclusion, the axial distance over

which core state variables increase from their initial values to their peak values is on the

order of 108 m s−1 × 1 µs = 100 m.

This spatial scale difference implies that, when a small segment of the core (≤ 1 m)

is considered, it appears nearly translationally symmetric in the axial direction. In other
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words, quantitatively, for the radial components of Equations (2.4) to (2.7), the terms in-

volving the spatial gradient in the axial direction (ẑ) can be taken as zero, because they are

much smaller than their counterparts that involve the spatial gradient in the radial compo-

nent. Consequently, the radial thermodynamics of the core is governed by a set of equations

that are similar to that which is treated by gas dynamic models and thus the simulation re-

sults of gas dynamics models can be used to understand the radial dynamics of the core.

By taking into account the results of gas dynamic model calculations, the equations that

govern the radial dynamics of the core can be further simplified.

In the rest of this section, we describe in greater detail the simplifications that are made

to Equations (2.4–2.7), starting with the axial components of Equations (2.4) and (2.5),

followed by the axial terms in Equations (2.6) and (2.7), finally the radial components of

Equations (2.4) and (2.5), and the radial terms of Equations (2.6) and (2.7).

Firstly, we note that due to the huge mass difference between electrons and heavy par-

ticles, the axial component of the core current is by far dominated by electron gas flow,

i.e. U z
e − U z

h ≃ U z
e and jz ≃ qeneU

z
e . In the axial component of Equation (2.4), many

terms may be neglected. For the temperature and pressure range considered, νeh is on the

order of 1011 s−1 [D’Angola et al., 2008]. Taking into account of the rise time of return

stroke current, the term me(DUe/Dt) is many orders of magnitude smaller than the colli-

sion term and may be dropped. Similar consideration of the temperature and pressure rise

time shows that we, the ionization rate, is also many order of magnitude smaller than νeh

and may also be neglected. Both the bulk pressure and shear terms may be neglected due to

the low spatial gradient in axial direction. The treatment of the axial component of Je×B,

i.e., qeneU
r
eB

φ is more complicated. Near the boundary of the core, where both Bφ and

U r
e reach their maximum, exclusion of this term can lead to appreciable error in the current

density. To see this, we compare the term U r
eB

φ with Ez. Given that the return stroke peak

current Ikcore is of the order of 10 kA and rcore is on the order of 1 cm, Bφ is estimated to be

of the order of 1 T from

Bφ =
µ0|I

k
core|

2πrcore

The electron drift velocity U r
e is on the order of 103 ms−1. For an order of magnitude

estimation of Ez, we assume that Equation (3.1) applies. The electric conductivity of the
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core σe is on the order of 104 Sm−1 and in order to have current |Ikcore| ∼10 kA through a

core of radius rcore∼1 cm, Ez must be of the order of 104 Vm−1. That is, Ez is only one

order of magnitude higher than U r
eB

φ. However, both Bφ and U r
e decrease approximately

linearly and therefore U r
eB

φ decreases quadratically towards the center of the core and

reaches zero at the center. On the other hand, Ez stays approximately constant. As a result,

the term U r
eB

φ ≪ Ez when averaged over the core cross section. This term is thus set to

zero for the simulations presented here. However, note that in the case of very high return

stroke current (∼100 kA), it may be necessary to include this term.

With qeneU
r
eB

φ also neglected, we finally obtain the following equation:

0 = qeneE
z − nemehνehU

z
e ;

A similar arguments can be made for the axial component of Equation (2.5). However,

as mentioned above, due to the much larger mass of heavy particles, their contribution to

the total current is negligible. With these considerations, we finally obtain the Ohm’s Law,

with electric conductivity σe defined only by the electron gas:

jz = Ezσe; σe =
q2ene

mehνeh

Note that for the radial components of the momentum equations of the two gases, many

of the simplifications above do not apply. It is in general necessary to solve the momentum

equation in the radial direction with most of its terms present, as is done in gas dynamic

models [Plooster, 1971a, Hill, 1977, Paxton et al., 1986].

In energy conservation Equations (2.6) and (2.7), the terms such as ∇ · (ne,hUe,hǫe,h),

∇ · (κe,h∇Te,h), ∇ · (Ue,h · pe,h) and P tot
opt correspond to the heat transfer due to the par-

ticle density, temperature, pressure and optical radiation intensity gradients in the axial

and radial directions. Considering the huge difference in the axial and radial gradients (as

discussed at the beginning of this section), the axial components of the above terms are

expected to be smaller than their radial counterparts. As a result, the energy equations may

be simplified to include only the radial gradients for a first order treatment. Note that in

other cases such as the dart leader or stepped leader, the axial gradients near the tip can be

comparable to their radial counterparts and thus cannot be eliminated from the equations.
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Many of the terms in the radial components of momentum conservation Equations (2.4)

and (2.5), and the remaining terms in Equations (2.6) and (2.7) after the above simplifica-

tions, cannot be eliminated using the same arguments as for the axial components. Strictly

speaking, in order to resolve the radial dynamics of the core, it is necessary to solve those

equations, coupled with the radiation transport equations for optical radiation field [Paxton

et al., 1986]. These computations are computationally very expensive, even for a small

segment of the channel. For the return stroke channel, it would be necessary to solve these

equations repeatedly for each small segment of the channel. More complications come

from the boundary region. As discussed in Chapter 2, in the boundary region the ioniza-

tion and excitation may not be at equilibrium at Te and it becomes necessary to explicitly

include the ionization and excitation rates of the various processes including photon ion-

ization and electron impact ionization. A further complication arises from the fact that

the interaction between the boundary and the sheath regions is still not well understood as

mentioned in Section 2.3.3. Simplification is thus inevitable, even at the cost of the model

accuracy.

To simplify the radial dynamics of the core, we take advantage of the gas dynamic

model calculation results. In particular, the core expansion speed is estimated to be on the

order of 103 ms−1 [Paxton et al., 1986]. Given that the initial radial dimension of the core

is approximately 1 cm, this speed implies that the core expansion appreciably modifies

the channel electromagnetic properties, such as its conductivity, effective capacitance and

inductance, only on a time scale ≥ µs. For this reason, the core expansion should have

little effect on the speed of the current and optical waves. Thus, in the most basic set up,

the radial expansion which is due to both the gas expansion and the increasing ionization

in the boundary region is neglected. The gas dynamic model calculations also show that

starting from the center, ne varies slowly at first in the radial direction and then decreases

rapidly over a very short distance, which may be considered the sharp boundary of the core,

at radius rcore [Paxton et al., 1986, Hill, 1977]. Thus, the conducting portion of the core may

be represented by a core radius rcore. The bulk of the core is defined as the region bounded

by rcore and the boundary is assumed to be infinitely thin. Note that rcore is likely to be

smaller than the estimated optical width of the core based on optical observations. The

same gas dynamic model calculations show that the temperature and pressure are nearly
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Figure 4.1: Energy input/output for the electron gas and the heavy particle gas — Pjoule is

the energy input to the electron gas by Joule heating, Popt is the energy loss due to optical

radiation, Pe,h accounts for the kinetic energy transfer between the electron gas and the

heavy particle gas through elastic collisions, Ph,air is the energy transfer between the heavy

particle gas and the ambient air, which includes heat transfer and kinetic energy transfer

due to gas expansion.

uniform radially in the bulk and hence are assumed to be only a function of the time and the

distance along the channel. Because the gas expansion and ionization in the boundary are

neglected, both rcore and the core mass density stay constant. Furthermore, since the heavy

particles are fully dissociated, nh is also a constant. In Section 4.2.5, we use two simple

methods to assess some of the possible effects of the error induced by the assumptions (i)

rcore = const and nh = const, and (ii) that thermodynamic properties are radially uniform

at r < rcore.

With the simplifications made above, it is no longer necessary to solve the radial com-

ponents of the gas momentum equations. The energy equations are simplified as follows:

(

Cv −
3

2
knhπr

2
core

)

d Te

dt
= Pjoule + Popt + Pe,h (4.1)

3

2
knhπr

2
core

d Th

dt
= Ph,e − Ph,air (4.2)

The energy transfer processes described by these two equations are summarized in Fig-

ure 4.1. In Equation (4.1), Pjoule (W/m) is the per channel length rate of energy gain of

electron gas by Joule heating, given by Pjoule = EzIcore, where Icore is dominated by the

electron gas flow jzEz. As is explained in Section 4.1.2, the other component, jrEr, is

much smaller because of the much lower sheath current density. The quantity Popt ≤ 0 is
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the power loss per channel length due to optical radiation integrated over the entire spec-

trum. In general, the determination of optical radiation loss requires the solutions of the

radiation transport equation or its approximations [Plooster, 1971b, Paxton et al., 1986,

Hill, 1977]. For a given temperature and rcore, much of the computation can be performed

beforehand. In this case, we use the approach suggested in Lowke [1974] and Aubrecht

and Bartlova [2009]. Note that all processes of photon emission and absorption involve

only free electrons and heavy particle electronic energy states and thus are also functions

of only Te and nh. The quantity Pe,h is the energy transfer by elastic collisions between

the electron gas and the translational motion degrees of freedom of the heavy particle gas,

given by Pe,h = 3me

mh

νehnek (Te − Th), where νeh is the momentum collision frequency be-

tween electron gas and the heavy particle gas, estimated from σe [D’Angola et al., 2008].

The smallness of the factor (me/mh) is responsible for the inefficiency in kinetic energy

transfer during collisions between electrons and the much heavier heavy particles. This in-

efficiency is the fundamental reason for the difference between Te and Th during the return

stroke rapid heating process. Cv is the constant volume heat capacity per channel length

assuming Te = Th. This term takes heavy particle excitation and ionization into account, as

well as the kinetic motion of the electrons and heavy particles. The heavy particle kinetic

energy per channel length is given by 3
2
knh(πr

2
core), where nh(πr

2
core) is the total number of

heavy particles per channel length. Also, 3
2
knh is the constant volume specific heat for the

heavy particles, because they are fully dissociated and there are no rotational or vibrational

degrees of freedom. With the heavy particle kinetic energy subtracted from Cv, the left

hand side of Equation (4.1) represents the internal energy variation with Te.

Equation (4.2) describes the evolution of the kinetic energy of the heavy particle gas.

In this equation, Ph,e is the kinetic energy transfer from heavy particle gas to electron gas,

with Ph,e=−Pe,h. The quantity Ph,air denotes energy losses from the heavy particles inside

the core to the region outside of the core, such as the heat conduction due to temperature

gradient and the kinetic energy transfer as a result of gas expansion. The thermal con-

duction loss is included as in Bazelyan and Raizer [1997, Ch. 2, p. 38–42]. Because of the

constant radius assumption, the loss due to gas expansion is neglected. Gas dynamic model

calculations show that this type of energy loss accounts for less than 5–10% of the total
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energy loss [Plooster, 1971b, Hill, 1977, Paxton et al., 1986]. Moreover, the same con-

clusions are reached with simulations allowing rcore to expand at speeds up to 1000 ms−1

(Section 4.2.5).

The set of simplified equations above involve various thermodynamic and transport

properties of high temperature air plasma, including the degree of ionization (required to

calculate the total particle density and temperature and pressure relationship), the constant

volume heat capacity Cv and the electrical conductivity σe. For Te = Th, closed-form ex-

pressions for these quantities, with temperature and pressure as the independent variables,

are given in D’Angola et al. [2008]. For Te 6= Th, the same expressions can be used with

Te as the temperature and a pseudo-pressure ps, defined by

ps = (ne + nh)kTe (4.3)

Similarly for Popt, ps is taken as the pressure to make use of the results presented by

Aubrecht and Bartlova [2009], which gives Popt as a function of temperature, pressure

and core radius.

This generalization of the results for Te = Th to the case when Te 6= Th is valid be-

cause, fundamentally, the degree of ionization and the various thermodynamic and trans-

port properties are determined by the electron gas temperature, the heavy particle density

and electronic energy states. Under the assumption of partial thermal equilibrium between

the electron gas and the heavy particle electronic energy states, these quantities become

functions of Te and nh.

4.1.2 The sheath

Both experimental observation and theoretical studies of the sheath are still in their early

stages. In particular, very limited understanding is available for the construction of a phys-

ical sheath model for the fast dynamics during the return stroke.

During the return stroke, the current wave propagates along the core with a speed of

the order of the speed of light c. Considering any specific location along the core, within

a short temporal and spatial region, the current can be approximately expressed as Icore =

Icore(z − αct), where α is a numerical scaling factor. The quantity αc specifies the current
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wave propagation speed and thus α is of a value close to 1. The linear charge density λ

accumulation at this location may be estimated by:

∂λ

∂t
= ∇ · Icore = −

1

αc

∂I

∂t

For subsequent return strokes, the current at the ground is measured to have a rise time

of the order of 1 µs and a peak current around 10 kA. The current propagating along a thin

conducting core experiences dispersion and attenuation, and thus the rise time increases

while the peak current decreases with altitude. As a result, (∂λ/∂t) is on the order of

10−4 C m−1µs−1. Note that this rate decreases with altitude because of the dispersion and

attenuation of the current wave. On the other hand, the linear charge density that can

induce electric field near the core, which is strong enough to cause air breakdown, may be

estimated by

λthresh = 2πrcoreǫ0Ethresh

where rcore∼1 cm and Ethresh ∼ 3 MVm−1 is the threshold electric field for electron impact

avalanche breakdown. From the above equation, λthresh is estimated to be ∼ 2 × 10−6

C m−1. That is, in tens of nanoseconds, enough charge can be accumulated in the core to

create field necessary for the initiation of streamers, which in turn carries the excess charge

into the sheath.

Qualitatively, the sheath contributes to the dynamics of the core in two important ways.

The rate at which the charge is carried from the core to the sheath by the streamers, i.e.,

streamer current, determines the charge balance in the boundary region of the core and the

radial component of the current inside the core. The charge redistribution from the core to

the sheath affects the axial component of the electric field inside the core and therefore the

return stroke current. Unfortunately, the accurate treatment of either problem is extremely

difficult. Both the creation and propagation of streamers and the interaction between them

remain theoretically and computationally challenging. Extensive study has been done on

the creation and propagation of a single streamer. However, the frequency at which stream-

ers are created in the presence of fast charge accumulation remains unknown. Available

study on this matter is usually based on the assumption of quasi-stationarity and thus is not
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suitable for the study during the return stroke. After all, the large number of streamers in-

volved would make any numerical calculation that attempts to explicitly keep track of each

streamer extremely computationally-intensive. Existing theoretical studies and modeling

efforts treat the sheath as a continuum medium, using the effective conductivity, permeabil-

ity and permittivity to represent the average behavior of the streamers [Moini et al., 2000,

Lehtinen, 2012]. In this thesis, we take a similar approach and use an empirical model that

captures the sheath dynamics on relatively longer time scales (∼ µs). Moreover, several

measures can be taken to deal with the lack of precise knowledge of the spatial distribu-

tion and time evolution of the sheath charge. For example, for the same amount of charge

in the sheath, different electric field in the core is produced by the sheath in the model

described below with different radius rsheath. The effect of inaccurate assumption on the

sheath charge distribution can be effectively examined by comparing the simulation results

obtained using different values of rsheath. As to the time evolution, we note, as discussed

below, that the time scale for the charge transfer and temporal variation in the sheath charge

distribution is of the order of 1 µs. Similar to the expansion of the core discussed in Sec-

tion 4.1.1, this time scale implies that the temporal evolution of sheath charge does not alter

the qualitative relationship between vcur and vopt. Hence, similar simplifications and test

procedures are used for the sheath model.

The sheath is assumed to be a cylinder with its central axis aligned with the core. The

radius of the cylinder is independent of altitude and is kept constant throughout the duration

of the simulation. The charge distribution within the sheath is assumed to be uniform in

the radial direction. The charge transfer current Ic,s between the sheath and the core (in the

radial direction) is determined by the following rule:

Ic,s =

{

0 if λ ≤ λthresh

λ−λthresh

τsh
if λ ≥ λthresh

(4.4)

where τsh ≃
ǫ0
σsh

≃ 1 µs is the relaxation time for excess charge in the core to be carried

to the sheath. The charge relaxation when λ ≥ λthresh is the step response of a capacitor-

resistor circuit with RC = τ−1sh . Thus τsh can be estimated by considering the sheath

conductivity (∼ 10−5 S m−1) estimated in Maslowski and Rakov [2006, 2009]. Other types

of charge distributions can be used, which give solutions equivalent to different choices of
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the sheath radius. The assumption of any kind of functional form of charge distribution,

or, more generally, a quasi-stationary sheath charge distribution, is only valid when it is

the sheath charge distribution averaged over a long time scale that is considered. A lower

limit of the time scale can be estimated by considering the time it takes for a streamer to

traverse a distance comparable to the sheath radius. A fast streamer travels at speeds on

the order of 107 ms−1 [Bazelyan and Raizer, 1997] and the sheath radius is estimated to

be a few meters [Maslowski and Rakov, 2006, 2009]. Thus, the time span over which the

average is taken needs to be much larger than 0.1 µs. According to the study by Maslowski

and Rakov [2006, 2009], the sheath radius may vary with altitude. This effect is neglected

here because the predicted altitude variation in rradius differs significantly depending on the

choice of return stroke current model in the studies above and it is not clear which choice

is more proper.

In order to calculate the electric field inside the core due to the sheath charge distri-

bution, we note that, because of the low sheath conductivity and thus the large τsh, only

the term involving
[

q(x
′

, t
′

)
]

ret
in the EFIE equation (Equation 2.1) needs to be considered

when integrating over the sheath region. However, the other two terms may be underesti-

mated by the model if the charge transfer between the sheath and the core involve processes

with short time scales.

4.1.3 Simulation setup

Although the same principles of physics apply to both the first and the subsequent return

strokes, it is convenient to focus on the subsequent return stroke for several reasons. Firstly,

the return stroke channel properties vary more smoothly because it is created by the dart

leader as opposed to the channel for the first return stroke which consists of highly non-

uniform steps created by a stepped leader. As a result, for the simulation of subsequent

return strokes, the initial conditions specifying the return stroke channel properties are

simpler. Secondly, the experimental data of subsequent return stroke study from triggered

lightning experiment is rich both in quantity and quality, because of the better controlled

experimental environment. Moreover, with triggered lightning, it will be easier to set up

experiments that make synchronized observations of the optical radiation, electromagnetic
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radiation and return stroke ground current. As it will become clear in this chapter, in order

to verify the theoretical predictions of this thesis, this type of experiments will be of great

value for the study of the physics of lightning channel.

Subsequent return strokes are usually initiated by the dart-leader process. Dart lead-

ers propagate toward ground along the residual channel of the previous return stroke in a

continuous (i.e. non-stepped) fashion, with the speed of the order of 107 ms−1. Some dart

leaders may exhibit stepping behavior near the bottom portion of the channel, before con-

necting to the ground and initiating a return stroke. The time interval between the first and

the second return strokes, as well as between adjacent subsequent return strokes, is of the

order of 50 ms. Despite cooling between return strokes, the temperature of the core remains

an order of magnitude higher than ambient temperature (∼ 300 K) before the dart-leader

process starts [Uman and Voshall, 1968]. In the same period, the pressure in the core has

essentially reached a value close to atmospheric pressure [Plooster, 1971b]. During the

dart-leader process, the core is heated to a temperature close to 20 kK and becomes highly

conductive. The pressure also increases, but remains at values close to 1 atm. Because

of the background electric field Ebg produced by the cloud charge and its induced ground

charge, the charge redistributes inside the core so that the axial component of Ebg is can-

celed. Given the dart-leader speed, there is sufficient time for core-sheath charge transfer

to reach equilibrium, except for the bottom portion of the channel which is several meters

long.

The model configuration shown in Fig. 4.2 is used for the simulation of subsequent

return strokes. For the purpose of this thesis, we consider a straight lightning channel.

While the channel in the model follows a straight line, real lightning channel is tortuous.

However, Hill [1968] shows that the average angle of change in channel direction is less

than 20◦, and thus the error in the channel length representation is less than 6%. Note

that Equations (2.1–2.8) are written in vector forms, and thus they are valid for arbitrary

channel geometry. In the case of a straight lightning channel, the direction of Icore and

the component of the electric field inside the core that is parallel to the core, Ecore, no

longer depends on the location along the core. As a result, they can be replaced with the

scalars Icore and Ecore. The background field Ebg is assumed to be uniform, of magnitude

105 V m−1. At first, the core is disconnected from the ground by a gap of 3 meters and
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Figure 4.2: Subsequent return stroke simulation setup. T0 and p0 are the initial temperature

and pressure of the core, σ is the electrical conductivity, Ebg is the electric field due to the

cloud charge and its induced ground charge

the charge is allowed to redistribute in the core and the sheath until the static equilibrium

is reached. Then, at time t = 0, the channel is extended to close the gap between the core

and the ground by a new core segment, everywhere inside the core, the initial temperature

T0 and the initial pressure p0 are set to Te = Th = T0 = 20 kK and pe + ph = p0 =

1 atm. Simulations assuming different values of T0 and p0 are presented in Section 4.2.4.

The actual physical process that closes the gap, the attachment, and the creation of a new

channel, unfortunately, can not be analyzed using the theory discussed so far, which relies

on the preexistence of a hot plasma channel. In particular, the heating in the present model

is confined to the volume within a filamentary core channel, with energy input by current

flowing in arc type plasma, while the actual physical process of attachment involves heating

of air in a much larger volume and possibly by numerous streamers [Bazelyan and Raizer,

1997, Ch. 6, p. 238–242]. Since physics of the current and optical wave propagation along

the core is independent of how the current is generated at the bottom of the channel, the

return stroke current at the ground, Icore(z = 0, t), is external to this model and is assumed
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to be given by

Icore(z = 0, t) = Imax
core (z = 0)

{

t
τrise

if t ≤ τrise

exp (− t−τrise
τfall

) if t ≥ τrise
(4.5)

which is also used gas dynamic models [Plooster, 1971b] and is representative of experi-

mentally recorded ground current [Berger et al., 1975]. In the equation, τrise, τfall, I
max
core are

the rise time, fall time and peak current respectively. For subsequent return strokes, τrise

and Ikcore(z = 0) mostly fall in the range 0.3–4.5 µs and 5–30 kA, with median ∼ 1 µs and

∼ 12 kA respectively. The fall time τfall is typically of the order of tens of µs and is fixed

at 30 µs for all presented simulations, because its variation has negligible effect in the time

window considered.

It is worth noting that, regardless of the value of Ebg, charge redistributes in the core

and sheath during the dart-leader process in such a way that the axial component of the

electric field after reaching the equilibrium is zero inside the core. During the return stroke,

the current wave causes a variation in the charge distribution, which is superimposed onto

the existing charge distribution, and induces a perturbation to the axial component of the

electric field which accompanies the current wave. Consequently, the physics of the return

stroke current wave propagation is independent of Ebg. On the other hand, at the bottom

of the channel, where the dart leader connects with the ground, the charge distribution

established during the dart-leader process may be one of the determining factors in the

generation of return stroke current (assumed to be given in the present model by Equation

(4.5). Also, the core-sheath charge transfer may be far from equilibrium for this portion of

the channel, because the channel is newly created and it may take a time > 1µs equilibrium

to establish. Thus, the possible effects of Ebg on the generation of return stroke at the

ground are implicitly included by the choice of the values of trise, tfall and Imax
core .

Insofar as the current and optical wave propagation along the core is considered, this

model is also applicable to the first return stroke. However, when it comes to determining

T0, p0, rcore, as well as the sheath model parameters, several difficulties remain. For exam-

ple, for a negative cloud-to-ground lightning, the core of the first return stroke is created

by a downward stepped-leader process. In each step the leader propagates over a distance

of the order of tens of meters. The time interval between steps is of the order of tens of
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µs. That is, the times at which the different sections of the channel are created as a result

of leader steps can be up to hundreds of microseconds apart. As a result, thermodynamic

properties of different portions of the channel may have significantly different values. Since

quantitative understanding of the physics of the leader steps is still very limited, it remains

unclear how to estimate the distribution of T0, p0 and rcore along the core. Moreover,

optical observations indicate that leader steps are accompanied by bursts of streamers orig-

inating from the tip of the leader, and extending outward over a distance of tens of meters

[Berger, 1967]. Limitation in quantitative understanding of this phenomenon means that

initial charge distribution in corona sheath is also difficult to estimate. As it is discussed

in Section 4.2.4, large variations in these parameters may have significant impact on the

optical wave propagation.

4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 A subsequent return stroke simulation

We first examine the simulation result for a single return stroke (Fig. 4.3). The temporal

and spatial evolution of Icore and Popt are shown by Fig. 4.3a and 4.3c respectively. The

optical radiation wave front highlighted in Fig. 4.3c corresponds to the time when, at each

altitude z, Popt(z, t) reaches 20% of its peak value at the ground (z = 0). vopt is the slope

of the wavefront and is approximately 0.45 c in this case. This definition of wavefront and

wave speed is consistent with the technique used to measure optical return stroke speed

from streak camera recordings [Idone and Orville, 1982]. Applying the same definition

of wavefront to Icore(z, t), vcur is found to be approximately 0.84 c. Fig. 4.3f shows a

comparison of the wavefronts, which reveals a finite time delay between them.

Both waves experience attenuation and dispersion as they propagate along the core. For

example, by fitting an exponential decay curve to maxt Popt(z, t), the height decay constant

is found to be approximately 0.6 km, in agreement with Jordan and Uman [1983]. The 10-

90 % rise time of Popt(z, t), is 0.71 µs for z = 30 m and 2.3 µs for z = 300 m, in agreement

with Wang et al. [1999]. In contrast, the height decay constant for maxt Icore(z, t) is ap-

proximately 1.05 km. The 10-90 % rise time of Icore(z, t), is 0.80 µs for z = 30 m and
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0.9 µs for z = 300 m.

Analysis of Pjoule (Fig. 4.3b) and Te (Fig. 4.3d) offers further insight into the under-

lying dynamics. Because of the dispersion and attenuation in the current wave, Pjoule(z, t)

decreases with z (Fig. 4.3b), and so does the heating rate of the core (Fig. 4.3d). On the

other hand, Popt is a highly nonlinear function of Te and thus the wavefront of Popt corre-

sponds to a Te that is much greater than the initial temperature (Te ≈ 32 kK at the optical

radiation wave front for the simulation shown). The lower heating rate at higher altitude

(due to lower current) means that longer time is required for the core to reach such a high

temperature. As a result, the optical radiation wave front is further delayed with respect to

the current wave front at higher altitude, hence the lower vopt than vcur.

In Fig. 4.3d, the maximum Te at ground is approximately 38 kK, reasonably close to the

estimated maximum temperature of 36 kK based on spectroscopic observations [Orville,

1968], although the spectroscopic observations have a limited time resolution (∼ 2 to 5 µs)

that may reduce the true maximum. The maximum ne is approximately 8 × 1023 m−3, in

reasonable agreement with Orville [1968]. As to Te−Th, it is significant initially, reaching

beyond 1 kK in approximately 2 µs after the current wave arrives, but quickly decreases

to nearly zero within a few µs (Fig. 4.3e), in agreement with gas dynamics model studies

[Paxton et al., 1986].

4.2.2 The definition of return stroke speed

Several types of optical recording techniques are available for experimental study of the

return stroke. Depending on the data formats obtained using different recording techniques,

two methods are used in the literature to measure the optical wave speed. In streak camera

measurements, the generally accepted method is to identify the time when light intensity

first exceeds the background level on streak photographs [Idone and Orville, 1982]. A

similar method is used to identify the onset point of the return stroke optical wave at each

height in photoelectric measurements. Studies of measurements obtained by the Automatic

Lightning Progressing Feature Observation System (ALPS) makes use of the fast rising

portion of the optical waveform over time to identify the time delay between small channel

segments at different heights [Wang et al., 1999].
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Figure 4.3: The electrodynamics and thermodynamics of a subsequent return stroke. (a)

is the return stroke current Icore, (b) the joule heating power Pjoule, (c) the optical radia-

tion power Popt, (d) the electron gas temperature Te and (e) the different between electron

gas temperature Te and heavy particle gas temperature Th. The parameter values for this

simulation are: T0=20 kK [Orville, 1968], rcore=4 mm [Rakov, 1998], p0=1 atm [Uman

and Voshall, 1968], Imax
core =12 kA, τrise= 1 µs and τfall= 30 µs [Rakov and Uman, 2002,

Ch. 4, p. 146].

In this section, we discuss two methods to identify the wavefront of the optical wave

in the computer simulation, and their correspondence to the two methods used to study the

experimental data. After identifying the wavefront, the return stroke optical wave speed

vopt, can be found by measuring the distance traveled by the wavefront in a given time

window. The same methods are used to find the current wavefront and current wave speed,

vcur.
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Wavefront using fixed threshold

This method is similar to identifying the time when light intensity first exceeds the back-

ground level on streak photographs. The wavefront optical power P thresh
opt is defined as a

fixed fraction α of the peak optical power at the ground (z = 0). Figure 4.5b shows several

wavefronts according to different choices of α. It is clear that for α ≤ 0.2 the difference in

the resulting return stroke speed is relatively small.

The return stroke speeds presented in the paper and other sections of the supplementary

materials are measured using this method. We choose this method because it only requires

knowledge of the peak power at the ground rather than at all altitudes.

Wavefront using fast rising portion

The onset point at each altitude z is found by the following procedure. First two points

are identified at which the optical power just reaches β1 and β2 fractions of the peak op-

tical power at the same altitude. Then a line is drawn going through the two points. The

point at which the line crosses the time axis is identified as the onset point at that altitude

(tfast rising portion in Figure 4.4). Finally the wavefront is found by joining the onset points.

Figure 4.5c includes an example of the wavefront obtained using this definition, and for

the comparison purpose, also an example using the fixed threshold method. Similar to the

first method, the wave speed tend to vary within a small range depending on the value of

β1 and β2. However, as Fig. 4.5c shows, the range of variation for the two methods overlap

with each other and thus vopt defined with both methods are consistent with each other.

When a single return stroke is considered, vopt varies within a small range (±10% in

Fig. 4.5b) depending on the choice of the values of α, β1 and β2. This variation is only a

result of the mathematical definition of vopt (which is related to the measuring technique in

an experiment) and does not have a direct physical meaning. When different return strokes

are considered, the waveform of Popt(z, t) does not vary as a simple linear scaling with

return stroke parameters such as T0, p0, τrise and Ipeakcore (z = 0). Consequently, for different

return strokes, the same value of α corresponds to different values of P thresh
opt , and the same

β1 and β2 correspond to different parts of the rising portion of the optical waves. Due to

the nonlinear variation in Popt(z, t), it is not possible to define a vopt that has unique and
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Figure 4.4: Wavefront definition using the fixed threshold and the fast rising portion of the

waveform.

consistent physical meaning for all return strokes. As a result, for both methods discussed

above, it can be difficult to extract a clear physical meaning from the variations in vopt

with different return strokes, especially when the difference in vopt between these different

return strokes is relatively small.

4.2.3 The implications of a higher current speed

As shown by Krider [1992], Thottappillil et al. [2001, 2004], Thottappillil and Rakov

[2007], the higher vcur has profound effect on the calculated return stroke electromagnetic

radiation. For example, calculation of the electric field 100 km away from return stroke

channel base as presented by Thottappillil and Rakov [2007] shows that, as vcur increases

from 0.5c to c, the field angular distribution becomes more focused towards the vertical di-

rection above the channel and the field peak amplitude rapidly increases by over an order of

magnitude. The higher peak electric field directly leads to a higher probability of initiation
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Figure 4.5: (a) Optical power and the wavefront using the method in Section 4.2.2, with

α = 0.2. (b) Wavefronts using method in Section 4.2.2, with α = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.5.

Correspondingly, vopt = 0.57 c, 0.53 c, 0.52 c, 0.48 c respectively. (c) Wavefronts using

methods in both sections. vopt found using the method in Section 4.2.2 is 0.54 c.
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for Transient Luminous Effects (TLE) in the mesosphere, while the field angular distribu-

tion may affect the geometrical appearance of these phenomena. Generally speaking, the

relationship vcur > vopt is important for lightning geolocation [Cummins et al., 1998] and

lightning-upper-atmosphere coupling applications [Cummer et al., 1998], for which the

electromagnetic pulse radiated from lightning has been derived by assuming vcur = vopt. It

is also of interest to note that, based on comparison between the calculated and experimen-

tally observed electromagnetic field near return stroke channel, Thottappillil et al. [2001]

suggests the possibility of vcur ≈ c near the bottom of the channel.

4.2.4 Model parameter dependence

The delay of the optical radiation wave relative to the current wave also varies apprecia-

bly with initial conditions of the core. For example, Figure. 4.6 shows the increase in

the time delay between the peak Icore and peak Popt at the ground with decreasing initial

temperature. Further experiments with rocket-triggered lightning that look into the time

delay between channel base current and optical emissions may be used to narrow down the

parameters of the initial states of the core near ground. Also it is worth noting that, for a

real return stroke, the core initial temperature is expected to be lower at higher altitudes,

and thus the delay of the optical radiation wave with respect to the current wave is expected

to be further increased. As a result, vopt could be even further reduced relative to vcur at

higher altitudes.

Figure 4.7 presents vcur (dash lines) and vopt (solid lines) for a series of simulations

using different values of rcore and Imax
core . The shaded areas indicate the variation in vopt as

the threshold used to identify optical radiation wavefront is varied from 15% to 25% of the

maximum Popt(z, t) at z = 0. As noted above, vcur varies much less with the choice of

threshold. However, even after taking into account these variations, the dependence of vopt

on rcore is still very pronounced. This dependence is a result of the highly nonlinear depen-

dence of Popt on rcore [Aubrecht and Bartlova, 2009]. On one hand, the strong dependence

suggests that precise calculation of vopt requires improved treatment of the radial dynamics

of the core, as well as more accurate knowledge of the initial condition of the core. On the

other hand, vcur being consistently higher than vopt for a wide range of parameter values,
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Figure 4.6: The time delay of peak Popt relative to peak Icore at ground as a function of

the initial channel temperature T0 for initial pressure p0 = 1, 2 atm. For all the simulation

presented, p0 = 1 atm, rcore = 4 mm, Imax
core = 12 kA, τrise = 1 µs and τfall = 30 µs.

as well as for simulations that allow rcore to expand according to predefined functions, con-

firms that the relationship is robust against the errors associated with model assumptions of

the core. Also note that the large variation in vopt for a given Imax
core may partially explain the

absence of correlation between Imax
core and vopt observed by Mach and Rust [1989]. In con-

trast, vcur appears to be independent on Imax
core . This independence indicates that Icore(z, t)

scales approximately linearly with Imax
core , despite of the nonlinear dependence of σe on Te

and in turn on Imax
core . This is because, with Te ≥ 20 kK, the core remains highly conductive

for the entire duration of return stroke. However, the linearity no longer holds in the pres-

ence of core expansion. Similar tests are performed for the other model parameters, and in

all cases vcur is consistently higher than vopt, confirming that the relationship is unaffected

by errors associated with the model assumptions.

Examination of how simulation results vary with different constant values of rcore is
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Figure 4.7: The variation of vopt and vcur with rcore and Imax
core . vcur and vopt are normalized

w.r.t the speed of light c. For all the simulation presented, T0 = 20 kK, p0 = 1 atm,

τrise = 1 µs and τfall = 30 µs. The shaded areas indicate the variation in vopt as the

threshold used to identify optical radiation wavefront is varied from 15% to 25% of the

maximum Popt(z, t) at z = 0. vopt for rcore = 6 mm and Imax
core < 10 kK is not shown,

because in these cases, 20% of the maximum optical power at ground is less than the initial

optical power and thus the definition does not apply.

also important for several other reasons. According to gas dynamic model calculations,

the free electron density distribution in the radial direction ne(r) varies relatively slowly at

first near the center and, after a distance of a few millimeters away from the center, falls

rapidly by several orders of magnitude over a narrow but finite sized region. One the other

hand, in the model ne(r) is assumed to be constant in r at first and then falls sharply to

zero at rcore. This rcore is best interpreted as an effective radius with which the idealized

model of the core can represent the behavior of the real core. For a given ne(r) profile,

finding the correct choice of rcore is not simple. Moreover, estimations of rcore based on
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optical observations are more likely to be the optical thickness of the core rather than the

dimension over which ne is significant. Thus it is necessary to examine how sensitivity the

result is to variations in rcore.

4.2.5 The expanding core

Without solving the full set of hydrodynamics equations, it is not possible to include the

core expansion in a self-consistent manner. Nevertheless, rcore can be made to vary in time

according to a predefined function rcore(t). By further specifying the contributions of the

ionization and gas expansion factors to this function, this approach can be used to examine

how each factor or a mixture of both affects the simulation results.

Simulation results shown in Fig. 4.8b,c assume that core expansion is only caused by

gas expansion in the bulk and thus the total number of heavy particles is a constant through-

out the simulation. rcore(t) is varied according to the function:

rcore(z, t) =

{

r0 if t ≤ t0(z)

r0 + vcoret if t ≥ t0(z)
(4.6)

where z indicates the location along the core, r0 the initial core radius and vcore the core

expansion speed; t0(z) is the time at which the current starts to rise from zero. Note that

t0(z) is a function of z while vcore is independent of both t and z. An alternative choice of

rcore(t) would be an analytical formula based on gas dynamic model calculations [Plooster,

1971b], as shown below in Equation (4.7).

rcore(t) ≈ 9.35Icore(t)
1

3 t
1

2 cm (4.7)

Nevertheless, for qualitative study Equation (4.6) is sufficient. Moreover, the Equation

(4.7) is only valid for the linear rising portion of the return stroke current, while the return

stroke current in these simulations experience significant variation with altitude and time,

and thus Equation (4.7) does not necessarily lead to a more accurate estimation.

The heavy particle kinetic energy loss per unit length of the core, Pkin, associated with

the gas expansion is taken into account by subtracting the following term from the energy
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Figure 4.8: Effect of gas expansion in the core. Left: rcore = const. Middle: rcore varies

according to Equation (4.6) with vcore =500 m s−1. Pkin is taken into account as in Equation

(4.8). Right: rcore varies according to Equation (4.6) with vcore =500 m s−1. Pkin=0.

gain in Equation (4.2).

Pkin = 2πrcore(z, t)ph(z, t)
∂rcore(z, t)

∂t
(4.8)

Note that ph is used because ne is by definition only nonzero inside the core. In Fig.

4.8, comparison is made between simulations with vcore =0 m s−1 and 500 m s−1. The

wavefront portion of the current wave shows very little difference between all three cases.

In particular, vcur is approximately 0.75 c in all three cases. This is in agreement with

the argument that Icore can be estimated with high accuracy while neglecting the radial

dynamics within each short time frame. The difference increases with time, as a result of
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core expansion. On the other hand, the optical wave patterns with core expansion show

appreciable differences from that with constant rcore. Interestingly, the difference between

simulations with and without kinetic energy loss is relatively small, implying that changes

in the optical wave primarily stem from the dependence of thermodynamic properties and

Popt on pressure, particle density and core radius, rather than from the extra kinetic energy

loss optical velocity. vopt is about 0.52 c for constant rcore and 0.45 c for cases with core

expansion. The peak optical power is nearly halved for simulations with core expansion

in comparison with that assuming constant rcore. The apparently reduced τdelay in the case

of core expansion is not physical and is largely a result of how the wavefront is defined

(Section 4.2.2).

4.2.6 Validation of ionization equilibrium assumption

The model assumes that in the bulk of the core, ionization and excitation of the heavy

particles are always at partial thermal equilibrium with the electron gas at Te. During the

return stroke, the core temperature remains above 20 kK. In this temperature regime, both

electron impact and photon-particle interaction contribute to the ionization and excitation

of heavy particles. In order to examine the validity of the partial equilibrium assumption, it

is necessary to explicitly take into account of the contribution to the finite rate of ionization

and excitation by both mechanisms. Unfortunately, rigorous treatment of these rates remain

both theoretically and computationally challenging for a number of reasons. In particular,

the different heavy particle species (O, O+, N, N+ etc) can no longer be combined as a sin-

gle species but have to be treated separately. Also, within each heavy particle species, the

difference in reaction rates for different electronic energy states may make it necessary to

divide the single species into subspecies based on grouping by the electronic energy states,

which also absorb and emit photons at different rates. Thus, to find the optical radiation in-

tensity, it becomes necessary to explicitly solve the radiation transport equations separately

for a large number of optical frequencies [Zel’dovich and Raizer, 2002, Ch. 5, p. 283–303].

In summary, attempts to include more rigorous treatment of the ionization and excitation

lead to an explosion in the model complexity and quickly make the model computationally

intractable.
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In this section, we first introduce several modifications to the model which take into

account the finite rate of ionization by electron impact. Then, the ionization rate is scaled

up with a multiplication factor to simulate the boost in ionization rate by photo-ionization.

We first describe an enhanced model and then study the conditions for partial equilibrium

in ionization and excitation.

Extensions to the model which include ionization dynamics

In the extended model, the different heavy particle species (O, O+, N, N+ etc.) are treated

separately. That is, their densities are no longer determined by Saha equilibrium equations

and must be explicitly included as state variables of the plasma. Since the kinetic energy

transfer between heavy particles remains an efficient process, their translational motion

reach equilibrium quickly and share a common Th as before. Ionization and excitation,

as well as their reverse processes, are essentially transitions between the electronic energy

states of the heavy particles. For each heavy particle species, the energy gap between

its ground state and the first excited electronic energy states is several eV larger than the

gaps between higher energy states. Given that state transition rates depend on energy gap

exponentially, the transition between the ground state and the first excited state is by far

the slowest. Once excited, the energy gap for ionization become much smaller. Thus, once

an electron in the heavy particle is excited from the ground state to the first excited state,

it is also assumed to immediately become ionized. That is, the ionization rate is assumed

to be equal to the excitation rate from the ground state to the first excited state. Direct

transitions between the ground state and the second or higher energy states are neglected,

since they are much smaller than the transition rate between the ground and the first excited

state [Zel’dovich and Raizer, 2002, Ch. 6, p. 386–396].

With these assumptions, the temporal evolution of particle densities are given by a

series of equations involving the ionization rates of the different heavy particle species. As

an example, ne satisfies:

∂ne

∂t
=
∑

i

αi,enine −
∑

i

βi,en
+
i n

2
e

where i represent heavy particle species. Note that for the temperature and pressure range
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considered, only singly and doubly ionized ions need to be included [D’Angola et al.,

2008]. The first term on the right hand side represents the total ionization rate of heavy

particles, in this case it is given as the excitation rate from the ground level to the first ex-

cited level of the electronic energy states. The second term represents the reverse processes

of recombination, in which βi,e is related to αi,e by the principle of detailed balance.

βi,e =
αi,e

Ki,e(Te)

where the equilibrium constant Ki,e(Te) is determined by Saha equation [Zel’dovich and

Raizer, 2002, Ch. 6, p. 387].

Electrical conductivity σe can no longer be estimated using the method discussed in

Section 4.1, because the system is not necessarily in thermal equilibrium. Instead, it is

calculated as a function of Te and particle densities of all the particle species present [Mason

et al., 1967, Devoto, 1966]. Thermal conduction is neglected because it is found to be

negligible in comparison with Joule heating, optical radiation loss and ionization loss in

the simulations discussed in the paper, as well as in gas dynamic model calculations.

Similarly, the method used in Section 4.1 for the estimation of optical radiation no

longer applies. Since the calculation of optical radiation in the fully-dynamic scenario is

computationally extremely expensive, the following approximation is used instead. At first,

a neq
e is calculated assuming that the ionization and excitation are in thermal equilibrium at

Te. Then a P eq
opt is found in the same way as in the model discussed in the paper. At last,

the actual optical power loss is approximated by scaling down P eq
opt using the following

formula:

Popt = P eq
opt

(

ne

neq
e

)2

Strictly speaking, this formula is only applicable for frequencies at which the core appears

to be optical thin, which mostly corresponds to the Bremsstrahlung radiation due to inter-

actions between charged particles. For frequencies at which the photon absorption mean

free path is comparable or smaller than the core radius, the estimation of optical radiation

power in non-equilibrium situation is difficult. As to the rate of ionization, the photons can

either increase the rate through photon absorption processes or reduce it by reducing the

density of excited heavy particles through induced emission. To study the effect of these
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processes, we use a multiplication factor

θ =
αeff
i,e

αi,e

to modify electron-impact ionization rate. βi,e is adjusted accordingly to ensure that Saha

equilibrium equations are satisfied at equilibrium.

Equilibrium Conditions

In order to examine whether the partial equilibrium assumption of ionization and excitation

is satisfied, we introduce the following metric as an indicator of the distance from partial

thermal equilibrium

ηeqi,k =
1

Ki,k,e(Te)

nen
k+1
i

nk
i

where i denotes the atom type (i=O,N) and k denotes the degree of ionization (k=0, 1).

Ki,k,e is the equilibrium constant and is given by Saha equation. It is the ratio between the

densities when they reach thermal equilibrium:

Ki,k(Te) =

(

nen
k+1
i

nk
i

)

eq

Ionization equilibrium is achieved when ηeqi,k =1 for all i and k. A value smaller than 1

indicates that ionization dominates over recombination and a value larger than 1 indicates

the opposite. Note that this metric is nonlinear. For example, if both ne and nk+1
i are at

70% of their equilibrium value, ηeqi,k =0.49, while if both ne and nk+1
i are at 1% of their

equilibrium value, ηeqi,k =10−4. At higher temperatures when double ionization become

significant, the ionization rate is very high and ionization equilibrium is alway satisfied,

hence only the rate of single ionizations are tested.

In Figure 4.9, ηeqi=N,k=0 for the core near the ground is shown for θ=1, 5 and 10.

The ionization energy of O is similar to that of N and thus ηeqi=O,k=0 behaves similarly

to ηeqi=N,k=0. In all three cases, T0 =20 kK, p0 =2 atm, rcore, τrise =1 µs, τfall =30 µs and
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Figure 4.9: Tests of heavy particle ionization equilibrium at Te during return stroke. For

all simulations presented, T0 =20 kK, p0 =2 atm, rcore, τrise =1 µs, τfall =30 µs and

Imax
core =12 kA.

Ikcore =12 kA. Note that η is initially higher than 1, despite the assumption that the chan-

nel is initially at thermal equilibrium before the return stroke current is initiated. This is

because of the error in the interpolated formula for particle densities as a function of tem-

perature and pressure [D’Angola et al., 2008]. Nevertheless, this error does not affect the

study of equilibrium condition.

At θ=1, i.e. only ionization by electron impact is taken into account, the deviation

from partial thermal equilibrium is relatively large for the first 1µs. However, even at

θ=4, the system is not far from partial thermal equilibrium. At θ=10, ionization equi-

librium is almost always satisfied throughout the duration of return stroke. Since photon

ionization rate can be much higher at the high temperatures of the core, we conclude that it

is reasonable to assume ionization equilibrium for return stroke simulation.

4.2.7 Analysis of other parameter variations

The study of the variation of simulation results with model parameters is useful for several

reasons. The parameters for the core, T0, p0 and rcore may have different values for different

return strokes as a result of variations in the physical condition, examples of which are the

dart leader speed and the time between the dart leader and the previous return stroke. For a
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particular return stroke, both T0 and p0 may be higher near the bottom of the channel. Also,

the error may come from the estimations of T0 and p0 in the literature. As to the sheath,

the empirical model is only a semi-qualitative representation of the actual physics and it

is important to check that conclusions made in the paper are unaffected by variation in the

sheath model parameters. Parameters for the numerical calculation are the time step δt and

spatial grid size δL. They must be small enough to ensure the numerical accuracy.

In the following discussion, comparisons are made between a base case and simula-

tions in which the value of one of the model parameters is varied. The base case uses the

following parameter values: T0 =10 kK, p0 =1 atm, rcore =5 mm, rsh =4 m, τsh =1 µs.

Figure 4.10 shows Icore(z, t) and Popt(z, t) for simulations using three different val-

ues of T0: T0 =10 kK, 13 kK and 16 kK. Correspondingly we obtained for these cases,

vcur ≃ 0.75 c, 0.8 c, and 0.85 c and vopt ≃ 0.52 c, 0.55 c, and 0.66 c. In other words, both

vcur and vcur increase with T0. Also, for higher T0, τdelay is decreases. For a subsequent

return stroke, the core preheated by dart leader may have a higher temperature near the

bottom. This temperature gradient may partly contribute to cause the decreasing vopt with

altitude that was reported in Idone and Orville [1982].

Figure 4.11 shows Icore(z, t) and Popt(z, t) for simulations using two different values

of p0: p0 =1 atm and 2 atm. Correspondingly, we obtained vcur ≃ 0.75 c, and 0.75 c and

vopt ≃ 0.52 c and 0.58 c. While Icore(z, t) is nearly unaltered, the rise time of Popt(z, t)

increases significantly with the pressure. One possible explanation is that, under the same

rcore and T0, a higher p0 means higher total mass of the core, which in turn leads to increased

heat capacity and thus lower heating rate in the core. Despite the significantly different rise

times, we observe that in both cases vcur is significantly higher than vopt and τdelay is finite.

Figure. 4.12 shows Icore(z, t) and Popt(z, t) for simulation results using three different

sets of sheath model parameters, rsh and τsh: rsh =4 m, τsh =1 µs; rsh =8 m, τsh =1 µs;

and rsh =4 m and τsh =0.5 µs. Correspondingly, we obtained vcur ≃ 0.75 c for all three

cases and vopt ≃ 0.52 c, 0.51 c, and 0.59 c. Changes in rsh has little impact on Icore(z, t)

and Popt(z, t). The variation of τsh has a more significant effect. Nevertheless, for the

purpose of the primary conclusions put forth in this thesis, we observe that vcur still remains

significantly higher than vopt and τdelay remains finite.
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Figure 4.10: Variation in initial temperature T0
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Figure 4.11: Variation in p0
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Figure 4.12: Variation in sheath model parameters rsh and τsh
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Chapter 5

Single Leader Step Study

As was briefly discussed in Chapter 2, the micro-physical processes that underly the leader

development, especially the streamer-leader transition, are not well understood. Conse-

quently, the construction of a physically accurate model for leader process is still out of

reach. On the other hand, the theory discussed in Chapter 4 is applicable to the new light-

ning channel that had already being created by the leader process. Based on this consid-

eration, we discuss the extension to the model by using a phenomenological model for the

simulation of leader steps. In this model, a new lightning channel created by the leader

process is explicitly added into the computational domain, while the leader characteris-

tics such as its type, length, direction, propagation speed are directly specified based on

experimental observations.

Without explicit treatment of the micro-physical processes, this model is unable to

make predictions to the leader characteristics. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 5.2,

the model can potentially be useful for the study of ground station recordings of the elec-

tromagnetic pulse signals associated with the leader steps taking place inside the cloud.

Moreover, in Chapter 6, this model forms one of the building blocks of a larger model that

can be used to study the large scale lightning channel geometrical structure.

In fact, with the ground station recordings as the primary method of observation for the

leader process, it could be difficult to provide comprehensive experimental verifications for

more sophisticated leader models that attempt to include the micro-physical processes. It

is thus of interest to use the phenomenological model as a preliminary probe to investigate
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the dependence of the predicted electric field at the ground on the model parameters. The

result can then be used as a guideline for the development of parsimonious leader models

for applications that only target ground station recordings, and for highlighting important

effects to capture the design of a more physically accurate model.

5.1 The Phenomenological Leader Model

In this model, new portions of highly conductive lightning channels are directly added into

the computational domain to mimic the observed leader mechanisms. The leader character-

istics such as its location of initiation, length, direction and propagation speed are specified

as model parameters based on averages of experimental observations. A new leader is dis-

cretized into current and charge segments in the same way as the existing channel. The

current segments are added into the system over time so that the average leader extension

speed is as specified, while the charge and sheath segments are updated accordingly. The

initial status of the thermodynamic properties of the newly added current segment, such

as its initial temperature, pressure and radius, also need to be directly specified. Mea-

surements for these quantities are limited. Because streamer-leader transition takes place

within the temperature range of 3000 ∼ 5000 K, the initial channel temperature can be set

to a value in this range. The initial values for channel pressure and radius are less certain.

Considering the time it takes for steamer-leader transition to take place (∼ 30 µs), it may be

reasonable to set the initial pressure to a value close to the atmosphere pressure. The initial

radius could be of the order of a few millimeters to centimeters according to the typically

observed laboratory long spark discharge and lightning channel radius.

Based on the total charge near its location of initiation, a leader is determined to be a

positive leader if the total charge is positive and a negative leader if the total charge is neg-

ative. Correspondingly, new channel segments are added in to the system according to the

schematics shown in Figure 5.1 to mimic the experimentally observed leader development

(Section 2.4).

The computational flow discussed in Chapter 3 is modified to include the stage of

adding new current segments (Figure 5.2). Note that once a new current segment is added

into the system, the charge and current are updated accordingly in the next time step.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic plot for the negative (top panel) and the positive (bottom panel)

leaders. In the phenomenological leader model. Current segments are added into the com-

putational domain to mimic the schematic plots.

It is important to realize that the current segment length needs to be chosen based on

considerations of the spatial gradient along the lightning channel. In Chapter 4 we briefly

mentioned that current segments with a length of 3 m is sufficient because the difference

between simulation results using 3 m and 1.5 m long current segments is negligible. Funda-

mentally, this is because of the relatively long rise time of the return stroke current (> 1µs)

and thus the low spatial gradient along the channel. Unfortunately, this statement no longer

holds true near the tip of a lightning channel. This is because the current and charge distri-

bution, as well as the thermodynamic properties of the channel, vary rapidly over a small

distance along the channel near the tip. Consequently, the method discussed above in-

evitably introduces numerical artifacts into the simulation results. One may consider re-

ducing the numerical errors by reducing the current segment length, but this leads to a

rapid increase in the number of variables. Adaptive current segment length may prove to
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Figure 5.2: Revised computational flow for the extended model.

be effective in this situation. The development of a more proper treatment of the lightning

channel tip is an important step to further improve the model in the future.

5.2 Analysis of Ground Station Recordings

The model discussed in Section 5.1 can be particularly useful in the analysis of ground sta-

tion recordings of the electromagnetic signals radiated by the lightning channel as a result

of the leader process. This is partly because the radiated electromagnetic field is deter-

mined only by the charge and current history in the lightning channel, and only indirectly

dependent on the thermodynamics of the leader process. Moreover, as the distance between

the observation point and the radiation source increases, the fine structure of the lightning

channel becomes less significant.

As an example, we consider the simulation of a single negative leader step and compare

the simulated and experimentally measured radiated electric field on the ground associated

with this leader step. Figure 5.3 summarizes the key components of this type of study.

In an ideal situation, we have complete information about the structure of the lightning

channel before the single leader step which we are interested in simulating. The model is

then used to simulate the current and charge redistribution in the entire channel as a result

of the new leader step. The associated radiated electromagnetic waves on the ground can

then be calculated. Unfortunately, this setup is currently beyond reach for several reasons

such as the lack of accurate information about the in-cloud lightning channel structure and

the electric field due to the cloud charge. In this respect, it is convenient to focus the study
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Figure 5.3: Schematics of the study of electromagnetic field recordings by ground stations

using the lightning model

on the early stages of lightning channel development, such as immediately following the

initial breakdown, due to their potentially simpler geometrical structure. For the rest of this

chapter, we introduce a simplified setup for the simulation of a single negative leader step

during the initial breakdown and then compare the simulated electric field at the ground

station to experimental observations.

5.2.1 Simulation Setup

The setup for the simulation of a single leader step during the initial breakdown is shown in

Figure 5.4. The location of the leader step to be simulated is provided either by the Light-

ning Mapping Array (LMA) or the The Hunstville Alabama Marx Meter Array (HAMMA).

Both systems measure leader step locations that are associated with the impulsive electric

field variations recorded by the ground receivers. For the particular flash to be considered

(Section 5.2.2), the estimated locations of all the leader steps that take place during the

initial breakdown are close to each other in comparison with their distances to the ground

receivers. Hence their coordinate average can be used as the estimate of the leader step

location. A straight channel is used to represent the unknown existing lightning channel.

This is likely to be more reasonable for the initial breakdown than for the later stages of the

lightning channel, since it could be the case that at the initial stage, the lightning channel is

relatively less tortuous and branched. The channel length can be estimated from the LMA

and HAMMA observations. The locations of the ground receivers are specified acoording

to the locations of the HAMMA receivers. For simplicity, the direction of the leader step is
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Figure 5.4: Study of electromagnetic field recordings by ground station using the lightning

model

assumed to be vertically downward. At the end of this section, we suggest a way to relax

this assumption.

For this particular study, we make a few further simplifications. The temperature of the

channel is assumed to change according to an effective heat capacity per unit length Cl.

For this particular study, a time scale of less than 20 microseconds is considered, during

which the cooling is insignificant and is thus neglected. The core temperature variation is

then simply given by:

Cl

dT

dt
= I2coreRcore

where Rcore is the resistance per channel length.

We assume that the charge and current distribution in the existing lightning channel has

reached steady state before the initiation of the new negative leader step. This is reasonable

because there is normally a time period of the order of 50 µs between two negative leader

steps [Rakov and Uman, 2002, ch. 4, p.131]. The high conductivity in the existing lightning

channel ensures that the charge relaxation in the channel is on a time scale much less than

this time window. For the new negative leader, we assume the entire leader is added into the

system at once and make the further assumption that the entire leader is heated uniformly

by the current that starts flowing in it after connection. That is, all the current segments
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in the leader have the same temperature. This is achieved by first finding the total Joule

heating in the leader and then evenly distributing the energy over all current segments in

the leader.

5.2.2 The Hunstville Alabama Marx Meter Array (HAMMA) Obser-

vation

For both the leader step location estimation and the ground station recording of electric

field variation, we use the data provided by the HAMMA system. HAMMA is a network

of electric field change meters (Marx meters) located in the area surrounding the University

of Alabama Huntsville. The electric field change meters have a 100 ms time constant and

are sampled at 1 MHz with GPS time synchronization (i.e. bandwidth 10 Hz–500 kHz).

These meters provide measurements of electric field changes associated with both slow

and fast processes in lightning discharge. We focus on fast pulses measured during the

initial growth of a lightning discharge on October 26, 2010 at 19:04:59 UT. Figure 5.5

shows the recording from one of the stations. The electric field associated with the initial

breakdown is enlarged in the bottom panel of the figure.

5.2.3 Results

Prior to comparing to the model predictions to observations, we examine how the character-

istics of the received field on the ground, such as its amplitude, duration, and the rise time

of the pulses, depends on the various model parameters (Figure 5.6). Extensive parameter

explorations reveal that the most relevant parameters affecting these characteristics are the

specific heat of the channel Cl, the applied background electric field Ebg, and the lengths

of the existing channel Lchannel and the leader step Lleader.

To be more specific, the peak amplitude of the electric field is strongly affected by Cl,

Ebg, and Lchannel. Ebg and Lchannel together determine the channel charge distribution near

the leader, and thus higher Ebg and Lchannel lead to higher current in the channel. Cl controls

the rate at which the leader temperature and thus the conductivity varies. Smaller Cl leads

to faster increase in leader conductivity and thus shorter rise time and higher peak value of
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Figure 5.5: An example of the electric field variation recorded by one of the HAMMA

stations

the channel current and the electric field at ground. The step length primarily affects the

duration of the pulse.

By choosing appropriate parameter values, the simulated electric field can be matched

to the HAMMA observation. Because experimental data of the values of Ebg and Lchannel

are unavailable, the peak amplitude of the simulated electric field pulse is uncertain. Thus,

we only compare the shapes of the waveforms (i.e. features like rise-time, relaxation time

etc) of the simulated and the HAMMA observation. That is, before a comparison is made,

the simulated electric field is normalized so that it has the same peak amplitude as the

observation. In the panels of Figure 5.7, we show three instances of the simulated pulse and

the observation by a particular HAMMA station. For all three cases, the model parameters

such as rcore, rsheath, τc,s and Cl are set to the same values. These parameters are related

to the fundamental physics of the leader channel and are expected to be invariant from one

case to another. The parameters that are tuned to ensure the match are Ebg and Lleader.

These parameters represent factors that can vary for different leaders. The consistency in

the theory-experiment matching suggests that the used values of rcore, rsheath, τc,s and Cl
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Figure 5.6: Variation in the predicted electric field with model parameters. For Cl and

Lleader, the parameter values are 50 %, 100 % and 200 % of the base value, labeled as three

scales: ’decr’, base’ and ’incr’. For Ebg, the three scales are 75 %, 100 % and 125 % of the

base value.

may represent averages of the actual physical values. For example, Cl = 2 J K−1 m−1 falls

in the range of the corresponding values of high temperature air plasma in the temperature

between 5000 K and 10000 K [D’Angola et al., 2008].

An enhancement to the study above is to use data of electric field pulses associated with

the same leader step that are recorded by several stations to further constrain the model

parameters. It is also important to note that because the time scale under consideration is

much longer than 1µs, the assumption of constant rcore can induce significant quantitative

error and a more careful treatment of the radial dynamics of the core may be necessary for

a more accurate model.
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Figure 5.7: Matches for three pulses between the model prediction and data from the

HAMMA observation. For all three cases, rcore = 1 cm, rsheath = 4m, τc,s = 0.5µs, Cl =
2JK−1 m−1, Lchannel = 1km. For case 1, Lleader = 50m and Ebg = 103 kVm−1. For

case 2, Lleader = 200m and Ebg = 125 kVm−1. For case 3, Lleader = 100m and

Ebg = 105 kVm−1.
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Chapter 6

Large Scale Structure of the Lightning

Channel

Throughout the duration of a thunderstorm, numerous lightning flashes are initiated, with

their channels spreading over a spatial region spanning tens of kilometers. It is of great

interest to explore the possibilities of simulating the large scale geometrical structure of the

lightning channel, for the study of lightning and cloud charge interaction as well as for the

trace gas production by lightning.

The formulation using EFIE is particularly convenient for this type of study. This is

because the EFIE directly evaluates the electromagnetic fields at any location due to the

presence of a system of current and charge sources. As a result, the calculation of the

propagating electromagnetic fields do not require a dense 3-dimensional mesh. In fact,

the mesh is only needed to be defined where the current and charge sources are located.

While a lightning channel may span over a spatial region with dimensions on the order of

ten kilometers in each direction, its charge and current are confined within and around the

channel core. The EFIE formulation takes advantage of this sparsity in lightning channel

geometry to greatly reduce the number of variables in the numerical simulation. Moreover,

since the numerical grid is directly specified where the core and sheath reside, the lightning

channel is not confined to a predefined grid and it is straightforward to accommodate a very

complicated lightning channel geometry.

From a theoretical point of view, one of the biggest obstacles for the study of large scale
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lightning channel is, once again, the lack of understanding of the physics of the stepped

leaders. Hence, it is not yet possible to accurately predict the leader characteristics, such

as its initiation, direction, length and propagation speed. From an experimental point of

view, accurate data on the lightning channel geometry and its electromagnetic environment

is generally unavailable for regions inside the cloud (because of opacity), where most of

the lightning channel resides. As a result, it is difficult to make detailed comparison be-

tween model predictions and observations. While these difficulties make the construction

of a physically accurate model beyond reach, for practical interest, meaningful models can

still be constructed by taking measures to reduce the model complexity. For the rest of

this chapter, we first introduce a probabilistic model for the determination of leader char-

acteristics and then briefly discuss a Monte-Carlo type of study based on simulations of the

lightning strike location on the ground given the initial location of the lightning channel in

the cloud.

6.1 The Probabilistic Leader Model

Several leader simulation methods are available for coping with the lack of understanding

of the underlying physics. In particular, one type of model that is often used for the simu-

lation of large scale geometrical structure of the lightning channel is the Fractal Lightning

Models [Riousset et al., 2007], which makes use of a probabilistic model for the determi-

nation of leader characteristics. On the other hand, Mazur et al. [2000] presents a more

deterministic model that relies on various assumptions of the sheath and streamer zone

for the determination of the direction and length of the leader. The former approach is

favored for the large scale lightning structure simulation because of a smaller volume of

computation required.

More fundamentally, because of the possibly highly chaotic streamer-leader transition

processes as discussed in Bazelyan and Raizer [1997, Ch. 6, p. 238–243], the leader char-

acteristics may demonstrate a certain degree of randomness even if the micro-physical pro-

cesses are taken into account. Ideally, the probabilistic model could be derived either from

theoretical considerations of the micro-physical processes or from extensive experimental
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Figure 6.1: Probabilistic leader model

study of leader geometry and electromagnetic environment. However, since neither ap-

proach is possible at current stage of research, we make use of the following parametric

model to determine the leader initiation, type, direction, length, and propagation speed.

At each time step, after the charge and current distribution in the core and the sheath are

updated, the initiation of a leader is determined in a way similar to Riousset et al. [2007].

At first, the electric field E is evaluated at various locations around the core (Figure 6.1a). If

the magnitude of the electric field |E| at a location is higher than the threshold value Ek, it is

considered to be a candidate where leader would initiate. After all possible leader initiation

locations have being identified, the probability p of choosing a particular extension if given

by:

pi(Ei) =

{

1
F
||Ei| − Ek| for |Ei| > Ek

0 for |Ei| ≤ Ek

where Ei is the total electric field at location i and ||Ei| − Ek| is the weight for the ith

location. The total electric field is the sum due to due to both the cloud charge distribution

and lightning channel current and charge. The divisor F is the sum of all weights. Finally,

one location is randomly chosen based on the probability distribution defined above. The

threshold Ek is chosen to be the air breakdown electric field and can be made altitude

dependent to take into account of the neutral density variation.

The leader type, direction, length and propagation speed are determined in this work
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using an approach different from Riousset et al. [2007]. The leader type is determined by

the relative direction between the electric field and the lightning channel. Since the electric

field is primarily determined by the charge on the channel, the sum of the charges on the

closest core and sheath segments are instead used to determine the leader type. Positive

charge leads to positive leader and negative charge to negative leader. The leader direction

is determined by a uniform distribution within a cone surrounding the electric field (Figure

6.1b). The length of the leader is determined by a uniform distribution within the observed

range of value, 50∼100 m. The leader speed is taken as 107 ms−1. These values are

chosen to be consistent with the discussion in [Rakov and Uman, 2002, Ch. 4, p. 131]. Note

that each leader is divided into small current segments and each segment is added into the

system gradually so that the averaged extension speed is the specified leader speed.

An example of a large-scale simulation is presented in Figure 6.2, with the red color

representing positive charge and blue color representing negative charge.

6.2 Lightning Strike Location on the Ground

With the probabilistic leader model, the evolution of the lightning channel is a random pro-

cess and Monte-Carlo type of study can be performed with the lightning model to study

various lightning channel properties in a statistical sense. As an example of the potential

applications of this approach, we present the study of the probabilistic distribution of the

lightning strike location on the ground, given its initial location in cloud. We consider

two configurations, one with and the other without a conducting protruding object on the

ground. Note that if the electric field in the vicinity of the ground object rises above the air

breakdown field, a leader may be initiated from the ground object and propagate upward.

The initiation may be induced by an approaching downward lightning channel or simply

because of the charge accumulation at the tip of the protruding object. Depending on its

distance from the lightning channel, this leader may be guided by the lightning channel’s

electric field and propagate in an overall direction towards the lightning channel eventu-

ally connecting with it, or may propagate approximately independently from the lightning

channel.
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Figure 6.2: An example of the simulated large scale geometrical structure of the lightning

channel and the charge distribution. The red color denotes positive charge and the blue

color denotes negative charge. The cloud charge induced electric field is assumed to be

uniform downward with magnitude 105 V m−1.

6.2.1 Simulation Setup

Similar to the way done in the stepped-leader study presented in Chapter 5, the difficult

problem of the lightning channel initiation is not explicitly treated. Instead, at time t = 0,

the simulation starts with an pre-existing channel that has been created by the initial break-

down process. Before the simulation starts, charge is allowed to redistribute in its core and

sheath so that the current in the core because zero. This is reasonable because both the pos-

itive and negative leaders modify the channel geometry on a time scale of tens of microsec-

onds, while both the charge redistribution in the highly conductive core and the core-sheath

charge transfer take place over time scales at least an order of magnitude smaller. The initial

channel length, location and direction are model input parameters. Note that the initiation

of lightning channel at a specific location is primarily determined by electrostatic fields

produced by nearby charges. As a result, only the overall spatial scale of the pre-existing
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Figure 6.3: Probabilistic leader model. Left panel: leader initiation, Right panel: leader

direction

channel affects the charge accumulation and in turn the channel growth after the simulation

starts, while the detailed geometry of the pre-existing channel does not necessarily signif-

icantly modify future channel growth. In other words, it is reasonable to assume a straight

channel with its length, direction and location as model parameters to represent the aver-

age effect of an actual pre-existing lightning channel. For a more quantitative justification

of this assumption, one may consider testing with different initial channel geometry and

compare the simulation results.

Another component of the model is the electric field distribution over a large spatial

range due to the cloud charge. In a more elaborate model, one may consider specifying

the electric field distribution using output from numerical models that simulate the cloud

charge distribution or using interpolated valued from experimental measurements. For the

study presented in this chapter, which only intends to be a demonstration of the concept,

we simply assume that the electric field due to the cloud charge is uniform.

The ground protruding object can be modeled simply as another thin lightning channel

on the ground. The highly-conducting ground is, similarly to the return stroke study of

Chapter 4, treated by using the method of images. It is also necessary to consider the

process by which the lighting channel connects to the ground, the ground objects or the

leader initiated from the ground object. This final attachment process is one of the least

well observed lighting processes. Nevertheless, it is generally believed that the lighting
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channel connects to the ground once its streamer zone at the channel tip overlaps with

the streamer zone of an up-rising leader from a ground object. In laboratory long spark

experiments, the spark leader is also observed to connect to the opposite electrode directly

when its streamer zone reached the electrode. Since various observations imply that the

streamer zone of a lightning channel is on the order of tens of meters, we assume that the

lightning channel connects to the ground once its distance from the ground is less than 50

m, or connect to the ground object or the up-rising leader from the ground object once their

distance is less than 100 m.

6.2.2 A study of lightning rod protection efficiency

In Monte-Carlo type of studies, the model is run a large number of times to create an en-

semble of sample lightning channels. This ensemble forms the sample space of the random

process. Various statistical properties of the large-scale geometry of the lightning channel

can then be estimated by taking averages over this sample space. As an example, we con-

sider the task of determining the lightning rod protection efficiency. At first, a large number

of simulations are performed for each of the two cases: one with and the other without the

lightning rod on the ground. Then for each of the two cases, the probability density per unit

area of the stroke location is estimated from the simulation results. Finally, comparison is

made between the two probability densities. The results are presented in Figure 6.4. The

top panel of Figure 6.4 shows the probability density per unit area of the stroke location

on the ground as a function of distance from the point directly below the initial lightning

channel. The bottom panel is the distribution after including a ground object directly be-

low the initiation location with a height of 60 meters. In this particular case, the ground

object only modifies the strike location probability distribution in an circular area with a

radius of approximately 100 meters centered at the ground object, which is equal to the

assumed distance limit for the connection to take place between the lightning channel and

the ground object or the up-rising leader from the ground object. In other words, the radius

of protection provided by the ground object to its surrounding objects of lower height may

be limited by the size of the streamer zone. One possible study that is of practical im-

portance is to examine the variation in the ground object protection radius with its height
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and location. For example, if the ground object is very tall, an upward leader may initiate

and start propagating before the presence of an approaching downward leader. As a result,

the upward leader propagation is less affected by the downward leader and the protection

radius may vary. In order to draw conclusions of practical use, reliable leader model pa-

rameters must be obtained either by theoretical consideration or by extensive experimental

observations. Also note that the lightning channel growth is highly diverging. In order to

investigate local phenomena such as the variation in the protection radius by a tall object

at the ground, it is necessary to perform a very large number of simulations so that enough

samples reach the regions close the ground object.
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Figure 6.4: Probability density per unit area of lightning strike as a function of distance

away from the center. Top panel: without ground object, Bottom panel: with ground object.

Note that for the case in which the ground object is present, the probability density at the

center (the ground object location) is not presented as it would be infinity. For both cases

approximately 1000 simulations are used to estimate the probability density.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This dissertation reviews the current understanding of the physics of various lightning pro-

cesses and presents a numerical lightning model that improves previous lightning sim-

ulation techniques by treating both the thermodynamics and the electrodynamics of the

core, by including an empirical model of the sheath and by including a phenomenological

stepped leader model with a probabilistic model to determine the leader characteristics.

The dissertation also presents the application of this model to the study of the return stroke,

the leader step and lightning channel large scale geometrical structure.

Most importantly, although thermodynamics of the core is generally highly complex,

the dissertation demonstrates that by taking into account the hugely different spatial and

temporal scales of the dynamics of the various components of the lightning channel, the

system of equations that govern the high temperature plasma dynamic of the core can be

greatly simplified to such a degree that the computation becomes numerically feasible.

The return stroke speed presented in Chapter 4 demonstrates that the inclusion of the

thermodynamics is necessary for accurate modeling of the fast dynamics of lightning chan-

nel. The study shows that the interaction between the optical and current wave along the

return stroke channel is highly nonlinear and suggests that the return stroke current wave

speed propagates at a significantly higher speed than the observed optical wave speed. This

finding has a profound impact on many applications that currently assume a current wave

speed equal to the optical wave speed, for example for the purpose of calculating the radi-

ated electromagnetic fields.
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Limited both by the theoretical understanding and the availability of experimental data,

physically accurate simulation of both a single leader step and the lightning channel large-

scale geometrical structure are beyond reach. Nevertheless, Chapters 5 and 6 present par-

tially physical models of these processes and discuss their potential applications. The leader

step study in Chapter 5 compares simulations using two different models and shows that in

order to reproduce the ground-observed electric field pulses associated with single steps,

a greatly simplified step leader model is sufficient. The study of lightning channel large

scale geometrical structure in Chapter 6 makes use of a probabilistic model to determine

the leader characteristics and as an example, describes a Monte-Carlo type of study us-

ing the model to investigate the probability distribution of lightning strike location at the

ground given the initial location of the channel inside the cloud.

7.1 Suggestions for future work

In order to further investigate the properties of a return stroke, many studies of practical

importance can be immediately performed with the model presented in Chapter 4. Exam-

ples are the inclusion of an initial temperature and pressure gradient in the return stroke

channel and accounting for the initial air composition variation due to altitude variation.

This factors may have significant effects on the current and optical waveforms when the

return stroke current propagating over a channel of several kilometers in length is required,

for example, as an input for the study of lightning induced upper-atmosphere phenomena.

In order to more accurately predict the return stroke current and optical waveforms, a more

rigorous treatment of the core radial dynamics is necessary. By following the same frame-

work discussed in Chapter 3, equations treated by gas dynamic models can be incorporated

into the model for this purpose.

The dart leader is another interesting topic to study. However, in addition to the return

stroke model treatment to the existing lightning channel, it is necessary to consider more

carefully the treatment of the physics at the dart-leader tip, as it involves the re-creation

of the core. Along this line of investigation, some interesting problems to study are the

physical mechanism that is responsible for the dart leader propagation speed and the chan-

nel thermodynamic property status immediately after the dart leader and before the return
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stroke.

Regarding the study of the large scale lightning channel geometrical structure, the large-

scale simulations can be performed to investigate problems such as the lightning channel

structure dependence on the cloud charge distribution, cloud charge removal by lightning

channel and the total lightning channel length and thus the NO production per lightning

flash.
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